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INTRODUCTION

This volume is intended to provide the basic materials with

which to translate an institutional plan into the activities

required, for the capital expansion of an institution of higher

education.

Decision Research began this project with the charge to develop

an easy-to-use re.erential document to be used in the develop-

mental planning of facilities for institutions of higher learn-

ing within the State of New Hampshire. Obviously, the purpose

of this manual is not to judge the developing direction of our

institutions of higher education, that is the topic for yet

another comprehensive attempt at co-operative state-wide plan-

ning. Each institution has its own uniqueness and planning

yUdgments must be made with reference to that uniqueness; yet,

this manual is to be an institutional planning guide to assist

them in avoiding many pitfalls in facility construct on.

It is hoped that this reference manual will allow institutions

to implement their facility plans in an orderly and cost-effec-

tive manner. In order to make this document more relevant to

the problems that we found in a great number of the state's

institutions, much more time and effort has gone into describing

and analyzing the total institutional planning function than

was originally budgeted.

This decision was made with some hesitancy for we realize that

over the last three years, the New Hampshire Higher Education
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Facilities Commission has made a concentrated effort to organ-

ize and develop the necessary materials to form a data base for

a continuing system of facilities planning. After researching

this material, however, we found that the planning process was

not discussed, only the data necessary for planning decisions

had been produced. This data base on higher education in New

Hampshire does contain information on facilities, faculty, staff,

students, graduates, land, buildings, finances, demography, mi-

grati_n, and projections, but does not begin to relate the iso-

lated pieces of information into any workable format, especially

for individual institutional use.

This decision to comprehensively investigate the planning process

was reinforced by an article presented in the September 1970

issue of Colle p and Universlty Business on campus planning in

which Robert Anderson is quoted as saying: "So often what passes

for campus planning is about as meaningful an occupation as

engraving the Lord's Prayer on the head of a pin." What Mr.

Anderson is pointing out is that although college administrators

have in the past arduously labored with campus planning, the

yield of this process has not been consistent with the effort.

The emphasis that Decision Research placed as its examination

of the institutional planning process rested soundly on the

theory that the "wholeness" of institutions is paramount and

pointed to the fact that the planning process which best bene-

fits educational institutions is composed.,of an extensive sys-

tem of interrelated and interdependent efforts of-individuals

3
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and units within the administrative and academic area of the

institution. The actual planning- process is essentially multi-

lineal tn character making it necessary to categorize planning

activities through explicit and interrelated working units.

Decision Research approached the planning process from the vie

point of the development officer. We distinguish him from his

fellow administrators in that he is usually the central figure

in the communications network of the institution. His office is

generally responsible for the coordination of the functions nec-

essary for the institutional planning process to be meaning,u1.

We believe him to also be the person who is responsible for the

implementation of the completed plans and, therefore, the person

to whom-this manual will be especially useful.

The following chart is our inte-pretation of the functions o

the developer:

Development &
Implementation

Functions

Management
Plannin

Physical Plant]
Planning

rObjectives
'Planning
Reports
Plan Coor-
dination

.Land Use

.Traffic

.Utilities

.Facilities

.Plan Eva)

funcurcm
OF

DEVELOPMENT

Planning Functions

Financial
Planning
.Budget Prep-
aration &
Analysis
Cost Model
.Income Model
PPB S stem

Projeq ManagtTent_
1 -Liaison A/E 4 SupirVision
2 Bid Documents 5 Change Monitor
3 Scheduling_ 6_AcctiotAnce

Management
Control

MandgeMent
Information
System

nstitutf6n
=1 Research_

9

-nalytical
Study

Functions

SYStems
Analysis

Operations
Research

Simulation
Models

-4
Space Co-
ordination
Space Uttl;
ization

Space As-
signment
.Building
Priorities



Based on this premise, we divicred the multi-lineal planning

13ocess into the following four major categories:

1. Management Planning

2. Physical Plant Planning

3. Financial Planning

4. Project Management Planning

In brief but concise form, the following is a description of

each of these areas.

Mana ement_ Plannin

The Management Planning process is initiated by the establish-

ment of institutional objectives. In view of these objectives,

the administrative hierarchy generates organizational units.and

programs to accomplish these objectives. The organizational

units in turn generate a list of research requirements for the

establishment of the institutional plan.

Physical Plant Plannina

The Physical Plant Planning process involves data collection and

data analysis both for operating systems and:planning systems.

Plant Planning is necessarily involved in four categories of

activities: 1) land use planning, 2) facilities planning,

3) utilities planning, and 4) traffic planning. Each of these

categories are critical to effective utilization of plant and

to future effective utilization due to Campus crowth.

4.



Financial_ _Planning

Decision Research has viewed the financial process as having a

multi-faceted objective. It is the Financial Planning process

which most importantly gives the key to the plan's feasibility.

Basically, the areas covered under Financial Planning are:

(1) project cost estimation, (2) cash-flow analysis, 3) income

models, (4) expense models, and (5) pro_-forma statements incor-

porating all of the above. The actual Financial Planning func-

tion takes on the appearance of a Planning-Programming-Budget-

ing-System and is in effect a closed cycle budgeting system that

is used to constantly monitor the existing financial position of

the institution and project operating changes into financial

forecasts. Using this type of Financial Planning cycle, an

administrator can assess and project chance of success before

committing substantial institutional resources into the actual

preconstruction planning.

Pro e t Mana ement Plannin

The Project Management Planning process is the delibe, te phas-

ing of other planning and information gathering/analysis pro-

cesses at the point where a building project can be said to be

"fully underway.' In this sense, a building is fully underway

long before a spade bites into the earth. Phasing of design and

engineering phases, cash-flow monitoring, work supervision,

change order supervision, etc. all are functions of this

process.

5.
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It must be-emphasized that Decision Research makes clear note

that these four planning processes are not distinct entities

but are interrelated. We point out such things as the fact that

the physical plant planning stage conver s the faculty require--

ments of the management planning process into specific facility

requirements for which cost estimates can be developed and debt

service support can be analyzed.

While an extensive amount of time ilas been spent in the examin-

ation of the institutional planning process, we have also begun

to analyze the steps necessary for preconstruction planning in

the actual proJect management. The concept of the s-hool design

is no longer an architecturally isolated topic. It is easily

recognized that the system of higher education is a microcosm

of the social structure of the United States and that there is

now an increasing emphasis that school design is no longer lim-

ited to rigid design formats of the past where institutions we e

normally designed after a limited number of precast models.

Recent changes in our society have placed a great deal of pres-

surd on our institutions to c:sign and produce flexible and

adaptable physical plants. For example, utilization of existing

landscapes and regional materials can produce a more flexible

and cost efficient facility than some of the more traditionally

designed facilities.

Also, by surfacing the spaces between buildings and by shelter-

ing them from the elements, areas for classes, seminars, and

2
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and socializing can be produced from formerly non-assignable

space. Such utilization is pointed out to be extremely advan-

tageous to-- the college that is under pressure because of limi-

ted funds for expansion into new buildings.

These are only a few exaMples covered in the design portion

the manual.

Investigation of architectural literature has 1 d us to point

out that new techniques and materials can speed construction,

lower initial and future maintenance costs, and produce some

very,exciting, aesthetically pleasing structures.

The continuous change in technology and materials, however, has

produced a great deal of confusion in the minds of college,admin-

istrators and planners and the manual is designed to encourage

administrators to make full use of the services available to

them from their architects.

And use these services they will, for higher education in

America is still the most explosive "growth" market in the nation.

Conservative'estimates state that facilities construction for

higher education will reach some $7 billion annually by 1980,

while the total operating budget will reach upwards of 40 bil-

lion a year some 4 per cent of the projected gross national

product. While enrollment projections call for a leveling off

in the late 70's, replacement of physical plant alone will

reach unprecedented levels. We see in this era a new chance for .

institutions of higher learning, no matter how small or how

1 3
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THE BUILDING SYSTEM

t would be_belpful to have a kind of road map to guide us as

we plan and build new facilities on campus. In fact, building

a new building is much like taking an automobile trip of some

distance: there must be a desire to travel; we must look at

the various places to which it would be desirable to travel;

we must finally decide where it is we are going; we must plan

in advance to pay for the trip; we should establish some guide

posts to tell us whether we are getting there as comfortably 4

and as qui.ckly as planned; and we, hopefully, will finally

errive at our des,tination.

This manual haS .been organized in its various chapters as a

kind of road map to.building, in narrative form. To complete

the analogy, however, we felt it would be useful to actually

have a map of the generalized system we are discussing_avail-

able for all as.a reference. On the following six pages will

be found a conceptualization of the basic'steps necessary to

building a building. It may be a useful tool (as a check-

list) to,you later as you build and more immediately as a kind

of graphic table of contents.

15
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INSTITUTIONAL LONG-RANGE PLANNING: A PRE-REQUISITE FOR BUILDING

As mentioned in the Introduction, this- manual is intended to

assist college administrators to go step-by-step through new

facility construction projects. This manual assumes, however,

that at some point in the past the institution has hammered out

an institutional long-range plan and/or faci.litfes master plan.

Since the final efficiency and effectiveness of facility project

completion is predicated upon the planning process and formal

adoption of institutional objectives, a brief overview of plan-

ning processes is included in this chapter of the manual.

One succinct definition says that "Planning is the process of

preparing a set of decisions for action in tire future, directed

at achieving goals by optimal means." This definition, however,

leaves us hungry for more information. Robert G. Smith, in his

1969 research program Col_le e and Uni versity Planning., takes a

more descriptive, and therefore more useful, approach to the

definition: "Planning iMplies a structured strategy, resulting

from the conscious use of intelligence to anticipate the future;

to order action; and to coordinate efforts to get more of what

we want from the available resources than would otherwise be

possible."

"Regardless of whether we are talking about forward planning,

long-range planning, projective planning," continues Dr. Smith,

"planning is still the device of trying to get down in some mean-

.ingful way all of the parts of a system so that we can see or

2 8
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predict the effects wh ch will occur in any one part if any

other part is changed. Stated in another way, planning is an

attempt to deal with a somewhat uncertain future by 1) estab-

lishing specific objectives; 2) gathering data to quantify

objectives; 3) using this information to formulate broad strat-

egies and specific programs which are based on alternative ways

of attaining objectives."

Planning then is a dynamic process, constantly going on, which

has as its basic objective an explicit design for the future,

a context within which to organize variables into some coherent

pattern, a structured frame-of-reference within which future

decisions can be made more effectively when the time comes to

make them. Planning allows college administrators to get ahead

of problems rather than catch up to them.

Most colleges plan to one degree or another. In some institu-

tions the president creates and hands down the plan, in others

a committee meets upon occasion to plan, in others a plan was

once generated but since that time planning has occurred'only

at the program level. A long-range plan includes a total plan

for an institution, including facilities, while a master plan

has generally come to connote an extensive facilities plan.

master pjan for_faci_liti_es should_be generoted onli±out of a

total long7range_Oanning_ effort. If you have not entered into

this process, carefully examine your new building needs: they

may bear no relation to institutional objectives or to the

future. 29
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A proto-typical planning model in use at a small, church related
2.

college can be seen in Figures 1-3. A review of these dia-

grams, contrasting them to your own planning process, might pro-

vide useful insights into better organizing or integrating your

planning activities.

If planning is to be effective, it will minimally include the

3.
following activities

1. 0--anize for slannins a-d establish ressonsibilit

Planning can not be an off-the-top-of-the-head activity, it must

be.a formalized process, on-going in nature. Time and again it

has been found that one of the earliest and most important pay-

offs in planning is the process itself, getting diverse people

to work together. A planning organizational structure is sug-

gested in Figure 4, including basic responsibility. Whatever

organizational structure you choose, its visibility among all

college consti uencies will be desirable.

2. Describe the colleat. The second step in planning is

to write down the descriptive facts about the college. Often,

these facts -- covering characteristics of the student popula-

tion; characteristfcs of the faculty such as salaries, education,

and publications; the nature of the physical plant, and the

state of the endowment are readily available. But the like-

lihood is that they have never before been systematically col-

lected, codified, and analyzed. This study should be organized

and conducted,to answer the question "Who Am I?" in the greatest

possible detail. Creating a plan forces a college to learn

18.
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about itself and its relationship to the changing world around

it.

3. _CTa.rify tollege catalogs abound

with educational goalS and objectives which a :e generally useless

and are almost always cliches. The job of any-planning effort

is to go beyond these high-sounding and meaningless phrases and

to arrive at a clear set of goals and objectives for the institu-

tion. The effort here is directed toward a definitive statement-

in answer to the institutional question: "Where do I want to g-?"

The statement would pinpoint the place of the institution in

society, defined by its particular setting and orientation, as

envisioned by the planners for ten to twenty years in the future'.

4. DeveloplijajL s_et of assumpttqns__about the future. There

are two kinds of assumptions about the nature of the future:

internal assumptions, involving developments over which the col-

lege can exercis-e substantial control, and external assumptions,

which include social and economic changes over which the college

can exercise somewhat less (or no) control. The process of posit-

ing, researching and formulating these assumptions forces the

college to think deeply about the factors which will determine

its future. _It also places an institution in the position of

having anticipated the future by formulating contingency plans.

5. Inteurationof all studies and analyses into a formal

document. Hopefully, all constituencies of the college haye

had some part in the total planning process. After a thorough

3 4
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reviews from individuals to policy board, putting the plan into

a formal and approved document allows everyone to see where the

college is heading, whether it is deviating from its path, in

an open and explicit manner. The end product -- the meshing of

current descriptive data, goals, and assumptions about the

future -- will provide the college with a useful and meaningful

'plan.

From successful planning efforts one key ingredient filters con-

sistently. This filtrate is the commitment of the governing

body and governing administrators of the institution to realis-

tically chart the course of the institution and to be willing

'operate the institution within the latitudes outlined by that

course and also to maintain the flexibility to change that course

by following the precepts set down within the plan. In other

words, a firm commitment by those responsible for the governance

of the institution to a. plan.

A Second key ingredient identified in the analysis of the fil-

trate is the operational importance of the development office.

This office, working in concert with the president will be respon-

sible for a great deal of the implementation of any plan and

should be available to the planning group throughout the process

so that its assessment of the'probability of success in any given

project associated-with the institutional objectives may be

offered in the project's embryonic stage. The development office

will form ,the bridge between the completed planning document and

the actual implementation of the programs contained therein.

24.
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The inclusion of the development office in,the planning formula

often assumes that this office is also responsible for the

institutional research program.

The third ingredient of the filtrate is the inclusion of the

entire institutional community in the planning activities. The

inclusion must not be a token approach to participatory democ-

racy but a realistic assignment of specific duties and responsi-

bilities and a forum for direct communication between all the

diverse groups within the community must be established and

cultivated.

If you have sufficiently completed the planning process for the

institution, you are ready to plan for capital improvements.

As following chapters will describe in detail, planning capital

improvements for an institution of higher learning is based upon

need. "So simple a word ('need') entails a complexity of con-

cerns," says John Millett, Chancellor of the Ohio Board of

Regents. "First, need is necessarily related to purpose, prog-am,

and enrollment. Secondly, need is related to utilization of

space. Thirdly, need is related to quantitative standards of

space. Fourthly, need is related to qualitative standards of

space. And in the fifth place, need is related to aesthetic .

impact upon capital improvement planning for a higher education

enterprise."

At this point, let's recapitulate and review so e of the basic

assumptions we have made prior to the actual beginning
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capital expansion program.

1. The particular building about to be built finds its
reasons for being rooted in some sort of institutional
plan.

2. The governing body that will authorize the institution
to proceed with the activities necessary to finance
and construct this building_are familiar with the plan
and position this proposed building occupies in rela-
tion to that plan.

3. Some sort of review of that plan was made to insure
that this building is a concrete portion of that plan.

4. The organizational unit responsible for.the_activities
to finance and construct this building is the develop-
ment office.

. The development office has done the necessary research
to determine that this building program meets the
criteria set forth in items 1, 2, and 3 above.

In order to maintain a sense of perspective, the office of the

Director of Development has been chosen as the focal point of

this manual. The procedures and personnel involved in the insti-

tutional planning process are therefore'described and referenced

from the vantage point and involvement of the development

officer. Not every institution has an office clearly designated'

as the "Development Office," nor for that matter, is there a

particular staff member uniquely charged with all of the asso-

ciated responsibilities of that office at many institutions, but

upon a close examination of the operational structure of any

institution of higher education the functions of that office are

indeed carried out.
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RESEARCHING FOR BUILDING

The development:office of an institution of higher education is

normally charged with the responsibilities associated with imple-

mentation of programs involving capital expansion monies. Logi-

cally, this office should therefore, be included in, if not

responsible for, the activities preceding the actual decision to

implement a proposed program of capital expansion. The tradi-

tional role defined for the institution's development officer

settles around fund raising, annual giving, capital appeals,

deferred giving, foundation development and corporati

However, in the emerging patterns of college and university man-

agement, the inclusion of this financial specialist in the pre-

planning and planning stages of a capital expansion project is

becoming more common. The importance of federal assistance,

especially since the mid-1960's, in the construction of new facil-

ities has made the skills of the traditional development officer

crucial to the success of many projects. In the larger univer-

sities the development officer may be made up of several opera-

ting sets of staff while in the smaller schools only a part-time

administrator who also tends to the public relations classes and

alumni association may be the whole developm6nt office.

Most of the concepts found in this manual refer to the develop-

ment officer. That title, however, s not meant to exclude any

particular individual or office that takes on the capital expan-

sion programs. The most common alternate to the development

officer is the Vice President for Fiscal Affairs, the Treasurer

3 9
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or the Chief Fiscal Officer regardless of his title. The other

likely individual for this development position is the Superin-

tendent of Buildings and G ounds.

The planning office may be found in either the President's of ice

or the fiscal office or in a combination of places. The point

we are making is that some administrative officer will sooner

or later take on the responsibility for fhe building project and

this individual or office should be looked upon.as-tht general

developer.. In the traditional hierarchial management systems,

. all too often the development man is called for a meeting where

he is told "this is what we want to build -- now go out and get

us the money."

Let look a little more clostly at one assumption alluded to

earlier: "The inclusion of the development office in the plan-

ning formula assumes that this office is also responsible for

the institutional research program." If the institution is

fortunate enough to contain a free sttnding office of institu-

tional research, the development office may not have this respon7

sibility directly. It is, however, essential that the develop-

ment office has articulated the particular questions that mUst

be answered to the institutional research staff and that this

staff completely understands all the ramifications that accom-

pany a project of this nature. In many institutions, an organ-

ized and trained institutional research staff is not a working

arm of the.management organization. The burden of the work

normally processed by this kind of office then falls on the
4 0
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particular individuals in a project as a specific function of

management or administ ation.

Regardless of which group actually does the work, some basic

checkpoints must be cOvered: Do we really need this building?

What should we build to satisfy the demand .being placed on the

institution? What, in fact, are these demands? Have these

demands been verified? Have we planned ahead so that future

demands or probable modifications in these demands can be

accommodated? How much money do we have',-will we have or can

we get? Can we afford this project as it has been enVisioned?

.What kind of verification system has been established to monitor

any changes that might occur to the answers of the preceding

questions?

It is the prime responsibility of the group of adm nistrators

whose charge it As to build this building to be as organized

as possible to accomplish its task. Speed.with accuracy must be

the concern of this group. This is tihe age of fnflation and At

dictates that once the pertinent facts have been gathered and

analyzed and a decision has been made, speed must be encouraged.

The rate of.tnflation commonly found in the construction indus-

tries is fifteen to eighteen per cent per.year. Translated to

dollars the inflation rate becomes a race against the clock.

For example, if a project estimated to be worth one million dol-

lars is delayed by three months to organize a committee to dis-

cuss the appropriate clas.s sizes to be accommodated in the new

humanities building, the cost to the institution in increased

29.
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building costs is $37,500. This delay and its subsequent ripple

'effect on other decisions will result in the postponement of

the bid process and that postponement will be reflected in the

contractor's'bids on the project. However, the other side pf

the coin is just as important. If those classrooms were designed

too large, we end up with sOme underutilized classroom space .and

student stations at $30 plus per square foot, or if they were

too small, we're in for some embarrassing remodeling or some

expensive design changes if some of that speed catches up with

us in time.

the happy medium? Let's go back and-look at one part of

the asstimption - institutional research.

Institutional research will provide the first direct link be-

tween the institution's general masteriplan and an effective

facilities plan. It provides the organized and analyti'calassess-

ment of the institution's position in relation to'Ats goals and

objectives recorded in the general master plan. Much of this

institutional research is already ongoing in an unorganized (or

perhaps merely untitled) manner. The nstitutionalization" of

institutional research is a recent occurrence. Organizational

units for this type of activity surfaced in some of the larger

universities around 1920, but it was late in the 1950's that the

term "institutional research" became to be a common entry in the

edOcation manager's vocabulary. However, the term "instiiutional

research" may be an accurate description of the work that must

be'done by the "researcher." Much of his time is spent gathering

42
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the information. Indeed, this position in education management

h.as timed its arrival closely to the arrival of systems concepts

in management and management information systems. In most insti-

tutions when these systems concepts were introduced, the quan-

tity of Aata found in the institution quickly dictated the need

for soMeone to organize it so that some sort of system could be

established. An institution of higher education does not differ

subStantially from most other types of Commercial and industrial

organizations in terms of its need for basic operational infor-

mation. Each operating entity within the organization is con-

stantly generating data to allow it to operate and evaluate-it-

self. For example, the registrar constantly builds files on

individual students and analyzes groups of data found in these

individual files. This analysis includes - but is not limited

to - credit production, scheduling., forecasting and department-

faculty course loads. The Building_knd Grounds Department must

keep account ofthe facilities for which it is responsible in-

cluding not only the buildings but the rooms within those build-

ings and the seats and laboratory equipment found within those

rooms.

If we, at this point, interject the institutional research man

to gather together the information cited in our two examples, we

can see a logical second level of information being generated.

By combining these pieces of information, we come up with some

utilization figures which can be coupled with forecasts to pre-

dict a saturation point and the subsequent ramifications which

43'
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might precipitate a decision to build additional space or improve

upon the efficiency of those using and scheduling.the space.

This, of course, is a very simplistit overview of the role and

function of the inStitutional researcher, but many times the one-

to-one interaction is the observable part of the process in which

the institutional researther plays the role of catalyst. This

individual may not have been specifically titled Director of

Institutional Research but may have been any member of the man-

agement team serving in this capacity in an ad hoc manner to

verify or gather critical information needed to make a decision.

There are some basic detailed studies that should be completed

either by the department office or by the institutional research

office so that a-reliable, accu'rate and currentinformation pool

is available in order that a base can be found for an effective

facilities plan. Much of the data required for these studies as

well as the information that these studies produce is essential

for:the day-to-day, semester-to-semester operations of the insti-

tution.

The common pitfalls that may be encounte ed in assembling some

of this data stems from this very fact. The data that must be

gathered is, in many cases, part of some office's operating

report, so pay special attention to the definitions that accom-

pany that data. In some instances, this may be the first time

this data will be intermingled and thismay present some analyt-

ical problems, however, this also might be a blessing in disguise.

If some time is spent aligning the-definitions used across the



institution, future reports ofa11 types may be more consistent

and meaningful.

Required information for baseline studies to be included in a

facilities plan are:

1. Inventor of Exi in S ace - a building by building
and room y room inventory of existing facilities.

2. Utilization of Existin Facilities - study and eval-
uation of existing utilization of classrooms and
laboratories.

Utilizatien of Non-Teachin Faciljties - study of
presen-t uSe- an requirements fer offices, research
laboratories, public service facilities and other
general academic requirements, including library
space.

4. .Estimatien of future_Space Needs - development of
Tianiques-for eitirmating future space needs. Such
a system would be used for each semester thus allow-
ing immediate and constant checks on the system.

Qualjty Stuly of_Exis_ti_ng Space - building by building
ahaTYis to ekamine the condition of existing space.
This activity can be used to determine the appropri-
ateness of the scheduling patterns and as an early
scheduling device for normal,and preventive mainte-
nance.

5. Residential Housing Study - development of data on
t-Fe 0-resent-and futd-re demands for residential
housing.

These studies should be considered vital prerequisites for any

facilities planning. As you can see from the 6rief description,

they not only cover the "hard" data :found in the facilities

office but much of the "soft data" found in the registrar

office, the admission's office and in,the academic dean's office.

Considerable attention should be given to...the implementation of

these types of studies on a regularly scheduled basis.
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One critical fact that needs to be recognized is that this type

of analytical activity does not become meaningful without an ex7

tensive and consistent historical baseline. Therefore, the

definitions used to quantify the data should be well thought out

and should be usable by as many operational groups and sub-groups

as possible within the institution. Also, for specific projects

requiring information for a discussion in the immediate future,

a series of studies such as the ones mentioned aboVt should be

done for the years immediately preceding the current'academic

year. This type of project often takes a concerted effort to

dig back into the files to assemble the data base. Each of the

six types of studies mentioned above will be examined in the

following portion of this manual:

Facgities In'ventoxies - inventory_ of Existi_ng_Soact

This_invemterys,tke. most basic of tools to be used in the

formulation of a facilities plan. The information in this docu-

ment must be complete and it must be accurate. The data contained

in this document will be called for in isolated or tabular form

for nearly every analytical description or forecast that the in

stitution will make. To underscore the importance of thi's data,

the United States Office of Education has spent millions of dol-

lars assisting institutions to inventory their existing facili-

ties. The tremendous weight placed upon this data has resulted

in the formation- in 1970, of a special division within the

national association of Executive Directors of Higher Education

Facilities Commissions. This division formed into a non-profit

corporate structure known as Higher Education Facil ties Service,

4
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Incorporated, collects, edits, verifies, audits and transmits,

to the National Center for Educational Statistics inventory

in_ormation supplied by every institution of higher education

in the United, States and its Territories.

The information that each institution supplies is their response

to the Higher Educational General Information Survey (H.E.G.I.S.)

reported on OE Form 2300-7. This form is now sent directly to

the state Facilities Commission instead cf to Washington.

New Hampshire, it is sent to Mr. Albert Hall, Executive Secre-

tary, New Hampshire Higher Edu'cation Facilities Commission,

875 Elm Strept, Manchester, New Hampshire 03101.

The H.E.G.I.S. form that is used to send this information_on to

the Federal Government is an extremely useful method of summar-

izing the institution's physical plant inventory. If all the

homework has been done to accurately fill out that form, the in-

stitution is well on its way to maintaining a complete inventory.

If by chance some of the source data for that form has been mis-

placed, the Commission has in its files print--buts an&punched

computer cards containing room by room information from an

inventory it assisted your institution to make in 1967-68. These

print-outs and duplicate cards are available from Mr. Hall and

are an excellent source manterial especially for updating to a

current inventory.

The following kinds of information makes up the three levels of

inventory information that should be kept current at your insti-

tution; these-are: land, buildings and rooms.

35.
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LAND - an accurate account of the amount of land owned, con-__
trolled, or used by the institution should be maintained. De-

tailed maps and topogr4hical studies are, of course, useful doc-

uments but certain types of tabular information should also be

on hand. The legal control of the land is of prime concern and

'the categories of control are as follows:

1. Owned by the institution in Fee Simple Absolute

2. _Owned by- the institution in Fee Simple Absolute but
with limitations and encumbrances. These limita-
tions may include reserved life estates or reserved
use attachments.as part of a gift or bequest. The
encumbrances'maY include such things as power line
easements, proposed highway rights of way, municipal
open space provisions or sewer easements.

3. Owned by the Institution with Restricted Disposition.
This may include lands whose title rests with the
institution but is subject to mortgage conditions.

Leased property

In addition to control and location of the land which is of

prime concern to the facilities planner, the following categor-

ies are represen -ative of the typre of in ormation that should

be reco-ded:

1. Main Campus including 0_11 land with contiguous
boundaries.

Main Campus land within one mile (but not conti-
guous with the main campus)

Satellite lands serving the main 'campus outside
the rone mile,limitation.

Branch campus or extension division land with the
same types of categories mentioned above.

Other land held by the institution.

4 8
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Thecosts of-the land are also important data. Where possible,

the costs should be identified by tract and the year the costs

were incurred. In the case where land was bought with financing

other than direct lump sum payment to the previous owner, be

sure to include all financing charges including mortgage inter-

est, real estate fees and legal fees. The cost information should

be updated when new estimates are available and if a regularly

scheduled appraisal is not conducted one should be arranged.

Book values should be kept current as this becomes an integral

part of any type of conventional financing program. In addition,

estimated costs of lands adjacent to any parcel should be kept

on file.

In addition to the legal and financial description of institu-

tional lands, any physical description of the land held in the

institution or by architects or contractors involved in previous

development work should be accumulated and organized by tract.

This information can include such things as topographical studies,

subsurface conditions (ledge locations, ground water tablesi

boring reports and underground utilities locations) and the

location of permanent structures and markers in "as built" docu-

ments.

BUILDINGS - every building owned or used by the institution

should be included in the inventory. The buildings owned by

the institution will have, in some cases, pertinent information

other than buildings leased by the institution for specific

functions or times. The Office of Education of the Department
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-f Health, Education and Welfare has developed a manual entitled

"Higher Education Facilities Classificatignand Inventory Pro7

cedures Manual," Document No. OE 51016. This.document provides

_-a complete set of instructions and definitions for an institU- *

tional facilities inventory. This manual should be on your campus

as it was used by the State Facilities Commission to inventory

your campus in 1967-68.

Buildin Data - each building should be uniquely

identified by the institution with an unduplicated building num-

ber as well as a name. The Date of Initial Occupancy refers to

the date the institution took control of the building either

from the contractor who constructed the building for the insti-

'tutiOn or the date the sale or leasing agreements allowed the

institution to take control. The Actual Capital investment by

the institution required to take control of the building should

be recorded. This figure should include all costs associated

with the purchase or construction of the building including con-

struction costs, architectural fees, financing fees, capital

improvements, legal fees, etc. The Estimated Replacement Value

is also an essential piece of information. This calculation can

be based on the full insurable value of the building or on unit

costs for similar type of construction currently under construc-

tion or recently completed. Whatever calculation is used, be

sure to record the, type of calculation and to take cognizance

of the ever present and ever increasing inflation rates present

in the construction trades industry. The Construction Cost

5 0
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used to determint :Actual Capital Investment should also be

separately recorded. This fact, when adjusted to current dol-

lars, can be used to estimate the cost per square foot for simi-

lar types of contemplated construction on your campus. The-

Source of Funds to build or acquire each building is also useful

information.

Buil_di_rig_Oescription - this section should include a general

description of the building particularly as to its campus func-

tion, e.g. science building, classroom-administrative building,

computer center. The Gross Square Feet contained in the building

should be recorded. For older buildings where detailed archi-

tectural drawings are not available, the calculation of gross

square feet may be obtained by using the bUildings' outside

measurements times the number of building levels. The building

should also be broken down to display the types of Assignable

Square Feet available. This display is merely a tabulation of

square footage arranged by the functional academic room types

as described in the Office of Education Inventory Manual pre-

viously cited. In addition to Assignable Square Footages,

Custodial Circulation, Mechanical and Dead Storage areas should

be calculated and recorded.

The Type of Construction should be recorded such as wood frame,

steel reinforctd concrete, high rise, etc., as well as the name

of the architect and the general contractor. Finally, the cur-

rent Condition and Status of the building should be maintained

as part of its permanent record. Condition and Status should
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include the physical condi -ion of the building, e.g. structural

fire rating, heating and cooling systems, roof, major mainte-

nance records, etc., and the life expectancy of'the building

should be calculated taking into consideration and recording

major planned maintenance and renovation programs.

ROOMS - each room within each building should be considered

functional unit and accordingly specified, detailed and accurate

information describing that unit should be maintained. Each

room should be assigned a unique Identtfytwinumbor; possibly--

linked with the building identification code. The As,signable

Square Feet found in each room (with the 'dimension of that room

f possible) should be recorded. If the room is permanently

or temporarily assigned to an organizational unit within the

institution g., administration, instruction, research, publfc

service, auxil ary enterprises, extension, etc.), this assign-

ment should be noted. for the purposes of H.E.G.I.S., these

organizational units are:

CODE c''DES_CRIPTION

1000 4999 Instruction & Research Departments
Organized Activities
Organized Research
Public Service

5000 Library

6000 General Administration & In tutional
Services

7000 Auxiliary Services

8000 Non-Insti utional Agencies

40.
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The number and type of student stations or teaching stations

should be reported for each room. An extremely useful set of

information is the design capacity for each room as well as the

number of stations that are actually present within the room.

Each room should be classified by its designed or used function,
_

for example, classroom, laboratory or office. Again, we go back

to the Office of Education's Inventory Mapual which contains

virtually every possible type of room'and a complete definition

of each type. For example:

100 CLASSROOM FACILITIES

110 Classroom

Definition: A room used -b-y classes which do not require

special purpose equipment for student use.

Description: included in this category are rooms generally

referred to as lecture rooms, lecture-demonstrati_on

rooms, 'seminar rooms and general pujppse classrooms.

A Classroom may be equipped with tablet arm chairs

(fixed to the floor, joined together in groups, or

flexible in arrangement), tables and chairs (as in

a seminar room), or similar types of seating. A Class-

room may be furnished w!th special equipment appro-

priate to a specific area of study if this equipment

does not render the room unsuitable for use by

classes in other areas of study.

Limitations_: This category does NOT include conference

rqqms a_uditor.ums or class-laboratories. Conference
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rooms are distinguished from seminar rooms on the

basis of primary uses; a room with tables and chairs

which is used primarily for meetings (as opposed to

classes ) s a Conference Room. Auditoriums are

distinguished from lecture rooms on the basis of

primary use; a large room with seating oriented

toward some focal point which is used for dramatic

.or musical productions, or for general meetings on

an AssembTy Facility (i.e., an auditorium normally

used for other than scheduled classes). Class_ Lab-

oratories are distinguished from Classrooms on the

basis of equipment in the room and by its limited

use; a room with specialized equipment-drafting

tables, musical equipment, (instructional) labor-

atory benches, typewriters, desk calculators, shop

equipment, etc., which is used for instructional

purposes is a Class Laboratory.

A definition of this degree of completeness is available for

each of the following types of rooms:

100 CLASSROOM FACILITIES

110 Classrooms

115 Classroom Service

200 LABORATORY FACILITIES

210 Class Laboratory

215 Clas. Laboratory Service

220 Special Class Laboratory
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225 Special Class Laboratory Service

230 Individual Study Laboratory

235 individual Study Laboratory Service

250 Nonclass Laboratory

255 Nonclass Laboratory Service

300 OFFICE FACILITIES

310 Office

315 Office Service

350 .Conference Room

355 Conference Room Service

400 STUDY FACILITIES

410 Study Room

420 Stack

430 Open-stack Reading Room

:-440 .Library Processing Room

455 Study Facilities Service

500 SPECIAL USE FACILITIES

510-515 Armory Facilities

520-523-525 Athletic - Physical Education Facilities

530-535 Audio-VisuaI, Radio, T.V. Facilities

540-545 Clinic Facilities (non-medical)

550-555 Demonstration Facilities

560 Field Service Facilities

590-595 Other Special Use Facilities

600 GENERAL USE FACILITIES

610-615 Assembly Facilities

620-625 Exhibition Facilities
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630-635 Food Facilities

640-645 Student Health Facilities

650-655 Lounge Facilities

660-665 Merchandising Facilities

670-675 Recreation Facilities

690-695 Other General Use Facilities

700 SUPPORTING FACILITIES

710-715 Data Processing, Computer Facilities

720-725 Shop Facilities

730-735 Storage Facilities

740-745 Vehicle Storage Facilities

750 Central Food Stores

760 Central Laundry

790-795 Oth6r Supporting Facilities

800 MEDICAL CARE FACILITIES

810-815 Human Hospital - Clinic Facilities

820-825 Human Hospital - Patient Care Facilities

840-845 Dental Clinic Facilities

850-865 Veterinary Hospital - Clinic Facilities

860-865 Veterinary Hospital - Animal Care Facilities

900 RESIDENTIALFACILITIES

910 Non-DOrMiary Residence for Single Persons

911 Dormitory.or Res.idence Hall

912 One Family Dwellings

930 Multiple - Family Dwellings
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080 UNASSIGNED AREA

081 Inactive

082 Altera.ion or Conversion

083 Unfinished

An inventory is only as useful as it is correct. A system for

constantly reporting changes to keep the inventory current should

be developed and used. -This system can use manual notations on

the 'room by room inventory noting modifications in the use, or

arrangement of rooms, a change in control, or the addition of

student stations. Basically, any change that affects the land,

buildings or rooms of the institution should be recorded.

There are numerous types of computer applications that are avail-

able and can be easily phased into your inventory system. One

of the earliest and most successful uses of computers was in the

inventory field. One word of caution, however, - a computer can

only successfully automate a system that already works in a

manual mode. Much effort and many dollars have been needlessly

wasted by institutions that chose to automate without having a

workable manual system.

One example of the type of computing assistance that is available

for inventory systems is the College. and University Facilities

Management package available from Computing Research Systems in

Houston, Texas. The Facilities Management package consists of

the computer programs, user's and operator _ manual, data col-

lection and preparation forms and two days of installation
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assistance and instruction. The cost for this package is

$5,000.00. Also available from this firm is an Instructional

Analysis package for $5,000.00 and a Facilities Projection

package for $3,000.00. The codes and defini,tions used by this

firm's packages are the codes found in this manual and the

H.E.G.I-S. forms. We must, however, remind you that(tbis

arrangement and the many other comMercially available computer

packages assume that the institution has inventoried its facil-

ities and that some sort of inventory system is in use at the

institution.

Utilization of Teachlnq Facilities

Once a complete inventory is available to the planning office

the next step is to determine how the 'facilities represented

by that inventory are being used. This particular portion of

the research pattern is the most important. It is with this

kind of analysis that the real impetus for construction is

either proved or negated. The methods of measuring the utiliza-

tion of teaching space are extremely varied, however, all con-

tain the same basic objective - are we using our space in the

most productive manner and in a manner reflective of our insti-

tution-s goals? The use of any facility plan can, in most

cases, be increased; however, there are cffrtain constraints that

must be imposed in order to stay within the operating bounds

established by the academic standards of the institution. For

example, state schools bound by state guidelines for square feet

per student or cubic ya ds of air to be replaced in .a given time
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period may limit the number of student stations that can be

placed in a particular classroom.

A useful kind of guideline for classroom utilization is observed

in the airline industry. Through scheduling and class section

manipulation most classrooms in an institution can be booked at

nearly one hundred per cent occupancy. However, a forecasted

utilization of one hundred per cent may,not allow the academic

flexibility so often strived for. When an-airline plans its

route schedule and its equipment use, the obvious goal is the

maximum return on its investment, however, even in this highly

profit.motivated aCtivity due consideration is given to the

consuMing public. Careful calculations are made to determine

the number of passengers needed to support the cost of the

flight and a particular piece of equipment is chosen on the

basis of its capacity to 9enerate that needed revenue plus the

accepted profit margin. The expected demand on that fltght is

forecasted and schedules and equipment are chosen to best meet

that demand. However, the equipment that is assigned is usually

capable of carrying more passengers than the average demand

factor indicates. A break-even passenger load will probably be

establi-shed at 50% of the aircraft's seats the demand forecast

will range from 65% - 75% and an overload 1-actor of 25% will be

reserved. This overload is carried for a number of reasons but

priMarily to service unexpected clients in a manner that appears

to be representative of personalized service. If a number of

potential passenge s are turned away, these passengers will seek
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transportation on other carriers and will present future market-

ing problems a d expenditures.

If the same type of constraints are thought out in the schedul-

ing of classes and facilities in academic institutions, the

teaching station demand can be arrived at as well as the break-

even financial factors. In addition, a reserve supply of appro-

priate seats can be forecasted to minimize the number of dis-

gruntled students finding the .-egistration for one or more sought

after classes closed to them for lack of space.

The first step in .the process of measurimo the utilization

existing facilities is:the formulation of standards. These stan-

dards must be arrived at for each institution separately and

they must reflect the institution's policy in these areas. The

wide diversity of educational mission that is found among insti-

tutions of higher education prohibits the recommendation of any

specific utilizetion study manual or methodology. There are,

of course, several very complete and highly professional guides

available to the campus planner. These manuals are extremely

helpful but are designed to be used at a number of institutions

and they allow the institutions to set their own levels of

completeness or sophistication. The following documents are

recommended for the guidance they offer in a detailed utiliza-

tion study:

1. Manual for S_tudies_ of Spe_ce_Utilization in Colle es
and Uniyersfties, 1957. Russell and Doi, American
AsseCiation of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions
Officers, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.
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2. jgher Educati_on Facilities Pla_nqing and Mana e-
ment Manuals. 1970, Western Interstate Commission
for Higher Education, Planning and Management
Systems Division, (Office of Education Contract
No. OEG 0-9-150167-4534(010)

3. S ace Uttlization Manual - compiled by the Space
Utilization C6Mmittee -of the Association of
Executive Directors of Higher Education_Faciii-
ties Commissions and the Division of College
Facilities, United States Office of Education.
(This can be obtained through your State Facili-
ties Commission and is complimentary to the
Facilities Inventory Manual already mentioned)

The selection these three documents was carefully made. They

are the products of the most knowledgeable individuals in space

utilization measurement techniques and there are many threads

of commonality found in all three volumes. This list, however,

is not meant to exclude any other methodologies for space utili-

zation measurement.

The above references are not TigWself-contained methodologies,

in fact, they underscore the philosophy that the existing diver-

sity in American higher education is healthy and should be

endorsed and nurtured. The philosophy found in the W.I.C.H.E.

manuals stated in Manual I, Section 3.0, page 16 is indicative

f the methodologies'available to the user:

"None of the procedures discussed in these manuals
i§ so rigid as to endanger homogeneity forcibly or
to preclude a place for institutional individuality.
On the contrary, the procedures specifically call
for input of institutional policy wherever such
factors are appropriate."

We, must emphasize that the purpose of a utilization study is not

just a method for gathering enough data to set the institution's

limits for maximum space usage. A completed utilization,study

49.
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delivers to the planners and managers a measurement of the

actual uses that are being made of their facilities. There may,

be a substantial difference between what the institution could

support in the way of classroom use and what is actually observed,

however, we must go back to the institutional standards. The

utilization measured by a utilization study only represents the

extent to which the various types of space available to the

institution are being used.. The optimum level of space utili2a-

tion may represent that level which can be obtained if no gov-

erning parameters are employed, for example, the use of a com-

puter may be measured on a twenty-four hour cycle at seven days

per week but if there -Vs staff only for an 18 hour day six days

per week the optimum utilization,level must be set -at that lower

level. Of course with more staff, this level can be raised but

this requires a change in the parameters of operation and possi-

bly a politychange as well. The optimum level of space utili-

zation then represents the level of use which can be supported

within the parameters established by the institution. This is

the area which tends to breakdown some of the pure mathematical

logic underlying the more simple utilization models. These all

important parameters are more than likely not readily quantifi-

able but some judgmental values can be assigned to them and

this is where the complete works found in the referred volumes

becomes especially helpful and those institutionl standards

are in-dispensible.

The college or university space planner- obviously does not have

to limit himself to the procedures f&und in those volumes but
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two things must be accomplished before any type of utilization

measurements can be attempted. First, an inventory of space

has to be available and second, some institutional parameters

or standards must be articulated.

Preassessment of physical facility requirements is essential

when initiating new or altering existing program activities in

order to determine.the indirect financial consequences.of the

program decision.

If the physical facilities data collect on and analysis remain

at the "after the fact" inventory and utilization stage, little

incentive remains to continue the data collection and updating.

As a consequence, institutions fail to reap the enormous aca-

Aemic and financial benefits for planning purposes which evolve

gradually as the compilation of data, year to year, reveals the

thrust of the institution.

Utilization of Non-Teachin_g_Space

Historicatly, most of the utilization studies h'ave been concen-

trated in the teaching areas and most conclusions regarding

faCilities usage were based on these studies. However, this can

be very misleading because the proportion mf space actually set

aside for scheduled instructional activities can be as low as.

15 per cent of the nonresidential space available to an institu-

tion and classroom space has been measured to range from 5 to 20

per cent of the total nonresidential campus space.
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The measurement of non-teaching space ,u A 1 ization is just as

important as teaching space measurement and the same types of

assistance are available through the referenced volumes. It

'also is important to note some added factors that affect this

type of space utilization. This type of space readily levels

itself to sharing by the various departments and organ zational

units found within the institution. A careful look at the pro-

rated assignments of this type of space warrants special atten-

-tfoo: 'It is_ in these areas that "empire builders" most often

gain their footholds; for exampl_ office complexes, special

research areas and specialized library areas.-

Estimation of Future S ace Needs

The natural outgrowth of utilization studies is the formulation

of models to deterMine the future space requirements for an

institution. Again there are a great many methodologies,that

can be used for these projections. All the methodologies de-

pend on the inventory and the utilization data and the institu-

tion's operating parameters must be included in the reasoning.

The W.C.H.E. collection of manuals is a most complete collec-

tion of estimation.techniques but there are many others not

included in that document. No matter what procedure is used,

thebase data that is necessary can be found in the institu-

tion's inventory and utilization records. For example, we have

chosen a relatively simple method of projecting instructional

space requirements whi,ch did not coMe from the three volumes

cited but is-indicative of some of the excellent guides avail-

able to individual institutions.4'
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A USE-EFFICIENCY MODEL FOR PRO ECTING INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE
REQUIREMENTS

1. Average number of class periods per week that the various
types of classrooms are scheduled,

2. Percentage of student stations actually occupied in the
classrooms during class periods scheduled,

3. Square feet of area per student station, and

4. ClaSs contact hours per week per full-time equivalent
(FTE ) student.

The objective of these statistics is to enable the institution

to compute the net assignable area in square feet required per

FTE student. Once this is accomplished, it is simply a matter

of multiplying projected enrollment in terms of FTE students by

that area in order to determine the total area needed for class-

room instruction. The determination of area per FTE student can

be performed in steps as outlined below. Calculations for ge,n-

eral classrooms and teaching labs should be performed ser;arately.

Let R = Room Periods - the average number of class
periods that a typical room is used per week.

L-t 0 = Occupancy Ratio - the average per .cent of
student stations actually occupied during a
room period of use.

Let S = Station Area - the avera e square feet of area
per student s ation.

Let H = Class Contact Hours - the average number of
hours per week spent in the classroom by the
typical FTE student.

Step 1. Determine the (average), number of periods per week that

rooms are to betheduled. This is variable or factor)

R.
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Ste_p_2. Determine the percentage of stations that can be filled

during a period -f room use. This variable D.

Dee mine the desired area per student station. This

is variable S. It would be simpler to include an amount

to cover related classroom service areas (such as sup-

ply storerooms, audio visual equipment rooms, etc.) in

this factor rather than add a separate calculation later.

ep 4. Determine the class contact hours per week (sometimes

called "student station periods of occupancy") that the

average FTE student will spend in the classroom. This

is variable H.

S ep 5. Derive the area in net assignable square feet per stu-

dent class contact hour (or per student station period

f occupancy). We will call this variable the "utili-

zation area, UA. It is de ived from Steps 1-3 as

follows:

RO
UA (1)

Step 6.- Derive the area in net assignable square feet required

per FTE student. We will call this variable the

"student area," SA. It is derived from Steps 4-5 as

follows:

H (UA) = SA

6 6
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To summarize, formulas (1) and (2) will provide the net assign-

able area per FTE student that must be provided in order to con-

Autt_classroom instruction. Once that figure is derived, as in

formula (2), it remains only to multiply tne projected FTE stu-

dent enrollment in the institution, college, or department to

arrive at total classroom instructional space required. Formu-

las (1) and (2) can be combined, if desired, resulting in an

alternate formula:

HS SA s)

It should be pointed out that there are other steps involved

before the total related construction area can be determined.

For example, circulation areas and physical plant service areas

such as hallways, restrooms, heating and cooling equipment rooms,

custodial closets, etc., must be provided in the overall con-

struction plan. Frequently, these areas are calculated by a

percentage add-on process. It should be noted that other types

of areas considered instructional-related, such, as faculty offices,

a

secretarial/cierical, and supply rooMs are not included in the

model. These latter, along with the circUlation and service

areas mentioned above, are outside the scope of the present

discussion.

Tables can be constructed in order to facilitate selection of

factors appropriate to the individUal'ne6ds of an i,nstitution.

Tables facilitate construction of fairlY-sipple coMputer

simulation programs.
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Such tables are:

1. S_tAtion_Occu-apc-Matrix - which shows the average
occupancy of a stu entstation based on_a reason-
able range of scheduled room periods ard percentages
of occupied statioiTs.

2 Utilization Aree Matrix - which shows the square
feet of Area required per student class contact
hour (or per,student station period_of occupancy_
based on varying assumptiOns as to desired area
per student station and station occupanty NAlues
(from Table 1).

3. Studeot_Are& tiotrtx_ provides the area required.
per FTE stid4ht.

An important'advantage of the model presented here is that it

is simpler and faster to use than other, more complex, techniques

developed in recent years. Once the four utilization factors

are determined, the process is one of applying two simple for-

mulas, from which tables of values can be constructed for con-

venience. Another advantage is thatidenfication of the four

distinct factors permits the involvement of faculty and academic

administrators in a decision process which too often excludes

such personnel and the intervention of important instructional

philosophy considerations. Such involvement is particularly

crucial in Steps 1 and 2,- since departmental scheduling and

faculty workload are directly involved.

uality of Existing S ace

The physical conditions of the facilities housing the various

activities that were studies in detail in the utilization analy-

ysis is the next key ingredient in the formulation of the insti-

tution's master facilities plan. Traditionally, the approach to

6 8
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this kind of analysis has been "when the building can't be re-

paired .any more, we build a new one." The more logical approach

is to systematically review the facilities with a form of qual-

ity analysis or maybe more correctly - value analysis. Clearly,

this kind of review requires a professional-set 9f judgments

provided by an individual experienced in engineerir6 a'nd con-

struction. However, a set .of guidelines must be established so

-,--- that this review will be kept on a standard plan and not depend

ehtirely on theAudgment of the individual conducting the regiew.

Each facility should be graded in terms of either its structural

ability to aCcommodate the programs scheduled within it or for

its suitability to be remodeled to acCommodate future scheduled

programs. Basically, we are talking about two specific types of

review: 1) the general condition of the building, and 2) the

feasibility of renovating a building to house programs not cur-

rently scheduled within that building. The first type of review

is a regularly Scheduled type of analysis similar to the rou-

tine used to establish periodic preventive maintenance schedules.

The second type of review is the ad hoc process of determining

the adaptability of a specific building to a curren't develop-

ment program. In the first type of review the impetus for a

capital expansion program can .come from the analysis,while in

the second case the impetus for the capital expansion program

has originated in the academic section and the analysis will

determine the buildings' suitability for change and/or modifi-

cations..
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both types of review there should 'be three major components:

1) Physical condition of the structure, 2) Aesthetic value of

the structure, and 3) Cost/benefit analysis of the structure.

The Physical Analysis is perhaps the most obvious portion of

the Quality Analysis. The building can be divided into its

major structural components and these components can be mechani-

cally measured for soundness and strength; room sizes can be

measured and student stations or,circulation areas can be

accounted for by the institution's Buildings and Grounds Depart-

ment or consultants. The systems to be analyzed'in this vortion

are clearly visable areas and each system can be rated as either

satisfactory or unsatisfactory. A good deal of this work is

done when the buildings are periodically inventoried or scheduled

for preventive maintenance. Obviously, various-gradients can

be used thereby placing the building into a remodel or demolish

category.

The Aesthetic review moves into the intangible factors surround-

ing the building. This area includes but is not limited to:

location - especially in view of any future land use
plans;

the environment of the building -.for example, you
might not want to convert a building to a library
if it is adjacent to the institution's noisy
central heating plant;

historical 'importance - demolition of the college's
oldest building built Solely from alumni contribu-
tions would have to be weighed against alumni
sentiment;

adaptability - is the building suitable for the
porposed function.
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The 'Cost benefit Analysis of the building should take into

account the probable costs of demolition or remodeling. The

remaining life cost of the building is also an important con-

sideration especially for older buildings with high maintenance

and operating costs It may prove to be more economical-to--

demolish a building and conStruct a new one rather than remodel

the old one especially if the life expectancy of the building

is too short to profitably amortize the remo_deling costs. A

compounding factor in this case can be the higher maintenance

and operating M & 0 costs which can be.offset by new construction

and the following building efficiency found in the new building.

4

The order in which the three components of the Quality Analysis

were presented is the order of investigation. If the Physical

Condition of the building lencis itself,to remodeling'or, renova-

tion and the Aesthetic review presents some desirable or allow-

able alternatives then the cost analysis can be undertaken. If

certain cost indications appear to be extremely desirable and

the physical analysis indicates a feasible project while some

obvious aesthetic problems are present, it is suggested -hat

detailed cost estimates be obtained. The savings may be of

svch magnitude to offset the aesthetic problems and in some

cases these savings may be applied to solving the aesthetic prob-

lems.
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_Residential Housir0 Study

The housing facilities of an-institution of higher education is

in many cases an extremely important determinant its finan-

cial stability. With the exception of the schools with a pri-

mary commitment to the commuting student, such as public commun-

ity colleges, the availability and quality of housing directly

affects'the si2e and charactexj.stics :f the student body. This

statement is obviously more valid for the rural or suburban

institution than it is for the urban campus. The growth of an

institution is measured by the size of its student body as well

as its academic programs and the success of its graduates. In

an urban environment the area surrounding the institution can

absorb the increasing numbers of students to a certain extent.

This spill-over effect has its problems but the time delay

factor or the surfacing of these problems in many instances

allows the institution to take remedial action. For the rural

school the inability to house new students and the lack of con-

veniently located non-college housing effectively limits the

ability of the institution to attract new students. In addi-

tion, the quality of the housing directly affects the attrition

rate and indirectly affects the growth of the institution. Con-

verely, the over abundance of housing facilities directly affects

the growth of the institution. The overhead costs related to

these facilities remains bearly constant, occupied or vacant

and the institution has probably already budgeted the income

from these, auxiliary enterprises for academic purposes.
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We begin to observe a fundamental planning and budgeting cycle

here that directly affects the fiscal stability and academic

flexibility of the institution.

There are many arguments, pro and con, on the construction and

operation of college housing. Many administrators insist that

t is merely an: unwanted necessity; however, there are many real

.estate inyestors and development corporations eager to become

involved with providing this unwanted necessity. The numerous

finaricial arrangements, such as lease7backrstrr.rctures offered

by many firms are indicative of the potential revenue to be

. earned by these facilities and their owners or operators. The

traditional arguments seem to center on the magnitude of the

financial commitment necessary to provide student housing while

the demand for the institutional dollar from the academfcians

continues to grow. The management or administration of most

institutions are trained academicians and can more easily plan

and operate within the academic sphere. They more readily

understand and appreciate the deVelopment of new Curricula and

programs and are therefore more likely to concentrate their

efforts in these areas. The stigma of empty dormitoies lies

heavily over Many institutions - unsuccessful curricula can be

eliMinated by reallocation of staff and equipment but what do

you do with an emptY room? This question gathers more relevance

with the changing life styles of today's studepts grid the

increasing economic squeeze. But let's go back and examine the

intracacies of providing suFfici nt student housing.
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An institution of higher education in order to educate students

must be able to deliver its education to its s -udents. The

classrooms, laboratories, libraries, athletic fields and assem-

bly reas, and the-faculty that use them must be accessible to

the student. The number of students necessar,vto support these

facilities and personnel is usually found to be greater than

the number of students located in the immediate area of the

school, therefore, accommodations usually have to be provided

by the institution. If your institution does not wish to rely

on the surrounding communityto provide student housing, the fpl-

lowing questions must be answered:

Who is to be housed?

1. What percentage of the following kinds of students
should be housed:

a) undergraduate single males (upper classmen)
b) undergraduate single males (lower classmen)
c) undergraduate single female (upper classmen)
d) undergraduate single female (lower classmen)
-) undergraduate married students (with children)
.) undergraduate married students without children
g) graduate single males
h graduate single females

graduate married students (with children)
j) graduate married students (without children

2. What percentage of faculty should be housed?

3. What is the demand for the above type of housing?

4. What type of housing should be provided?

5. Where should the housing be (on campus or off campus

6. What controls will the institution have over both
on and off campus housing?

7. What kinds of financing is available for housing?

What kind of competition does the community present
to the institutiora 7
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9. Can the institution charge competitive rates for
their housing?

10. Can the institution afford to build and operate
the type or style'of housing demanded by students
and faculty?

College housing unlike college education i , in many instances4

a highbi competitive phenomenon. A student may choose his

institution on the basis of academic excellence but his loyalty

to that institution is tempered by his financial limitptions.

Scrifites are more easily made in living accommodations by the_

student especially if his life style does not insist on a con-

trolled social environment. It is very common for students to

accept substandard living conditions forced on him by the ina-

bility of his institution to Provide him adequate housing.

However, given the same options available to him off campus,

most students would prefer to live on campus.

Let's take a look at some of those off-campus options. The hous-

ing is probably apartments or tenaments - the social* regulations

are usually only those covered by stat6 and local laws; the

number of students sharing common facilities (bath and eating)

is usually very sm 11; eating arrangements are'left to the stu-

dents discretion. These kinds of options can present delivery

problems to the institution unless the inslitution's policies

fall into two categories: a) in loco parentis will be strictly

enforced, or b) the institution builds what is available off

campus and consents to operate these facilities with the detach-

ment of commercial real estate operators. Whatever -he case may'
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be (and there is much gray area between the two extremes), there

must be a clearly stated policy so that,needs and demands can

be assessed and the proper mix of accommodations provided. The

policy of the institution directly governs the number of stu-

dents to be housed and the type of facilities necessary for the

'housing.

The traditional dormitory philosophy (featuring rules and Ais-

cipline) has become an enigma to today's students thus forcing

some rethinking on the part of institutional administrators.

Traditional dormitories with their double loaded corridors, aang

toilets and sterile lobbies are no longer desirable accommoda-

tions in most instances. This- point is underscored in the fund-

ing announcements used by the Department of Housing and Urban

Development's College Housing Program. H.U.D. strongly encourages

institutions to consider building apartments or suite type liv-

ing units and discourages applicat4ns for financial assistance

from institutions proposing traditional dormitories.

Once the institution's policies on the number of students to be

housed are formulated and the type of facilities td be provided

is determined and the social 'regulations have been aligned with

the institutional philosophy, cost considerations must be anal-

yzed. Can we deliver the type of housing planned by the insti-

tution and requested by the users? With the exception of the

extremely remote rural institutions and the institutions that

require students to be in residence on the campus or in college

controlled housing, institutional housing is in direct
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competition with the commercial enterpr ses found in the sur-

rounding community. If the institution expects to fill its

housing units, these units must at least offer relatively the

same options as the competition. The institution must play the

role of developer and attempt to deliver the best product with

the lowest user price. All the methods of real estate develop-

ment are applicable here while some of the uncertainty of spec-

: ulative real estate development is tempered by the institution _

ability. to 'accurately forecast enrollment patterns. The fact

that many developers of apartment complexes center their activ-

itities around educational institutions seems to indicate.a sub-

stantial profit situation is present.
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FINANCIAL ANALYSES FOR BUILDING

Initial impetus fo: a building program generally stems from one

of two sources: '1) the.:-mister plan indicates a new facility was

anticipated at some point in the past and is now due for consid-

eration, or 2),current needs indicate a new facility should be

considered. Neither of these stimuli have their origins, how-
*

ever, in the financial arena. Information gAthered as a result

of efforts described fn previous chapters of this manual will

determine the necessity and kind and amount of facilities on

your campus. This information, however, will also provide the

bAsic data necessary to anticipate the fiscal realities of a new

construction program. Building purpose, classroom utilization

and configuration, inventories of existiOg spaces, enrollment

projections, and so forth all have their financial implications.

There is-a real need for reflective thinking and appraisal in

the time flow between the onset of building_pangs and the deter-

mination to push for the architect's renderings, bidding and

award Of contract. Without doubt there must be appraisal of

need. This may be divided into the gross-oeed,for the net

assignable square footage, and the need for the square footage

in terms of the p ograms to be provided for by such a building

decision. One of the current "in" things for an architect to

do is to call upon those who are proposed as the faculty users

of a projected building to engage in what might be called a

"flow of consciousness" approach to planning the components of

the new building. The point of the process is that through such

66.
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unstructured outpouring of ideas, the architect may better cap-

ture in design what will be most useful and functional to the

teaching style and objectives of the faculty involved. This is

certainly a far cry from the earlier "pick the kind of building

you want from the pictures" approach. It is freer of the "these

are the limits on types of materials to be used" approach than

we knew in an earlier day. Partly, this development is the pro-

duct of new engineering know-how and doctrine. Partly, it the

product of new materials and ways to combine materials. Just as

is the case with the automobile you buy today, hundreds of models

and styles,,coupled with scores of options, gives you a far dif-

ferent buying situation than the famous Ford 'dictum "you can have,

any color, so long as it is black." But far less well understood

in building buying terms is the cost of those varying option

combinations. Th6 price label ifi the window of the new car has

no counterpart in the buying of a building today. Yet it could

have, and does have in more and more academic administrations.

But the steps to achieving this condition with respect to new

construction are not easily achieved. These achievements in

cost/benefit knowledgeability are the product of careful'atten-

tion to cost realities and careful attention to a system for

project management.

For the reader who is more concerned with matching the brick

used in "old main," there is nothing that learning about cost

realities will do for the brick-matching disease, and even less

that any presently known system of project manage ent can do
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for the malady. For the reader who is genuinely concerned with

pri-planning inputs, there may be information of value. Obvi-

ously, no 'general treatment of a topic can possibly answer the

specific problems' of a given campus. The adaptation of the

.general proposition to the specific situation is the challenge

facing 'each president and other administrator who undertakes a

college building project.

Because costs keep rising n'academic building:const-uction, as

in everything else, it has seemed most constructive to relate

this section on cost realities to a major source of cost data

in academic construction. This is the annual "Cost of Building

Index" of Coque Mangeme_nt magarine. The tables and figures

quoted in what follows are.taken from the July 1970 issue

(pp. cover, 10-12) and the June 1971 issue (pp. 7-11). Before

considering the figures themselves, it may be pseful to consider

carefully the following quote from the 1971 Index:

"One item - that doesn't show up directly in the index.-.
but which continues to contribute enormously to rising
construction costs is delay. Suggestions on waysto curb
this expense - which can run into millions of dollars on
a major project - are suggested in the articles on .con-
struction which follow this index materiaL"

The readers of this report and analysis are urged to get and

read the July 1971 issue for these articles referred to above,

and to read the concluding segment of this writing on project

management.systems for other insights.

In considering cost realities, the dollar expenditures for

materials, on-site labor, off-site labor must be coupled with
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the interest rates for the bond issue, or the imputed interest

rate the specific gift or endowment would,have twought.- Since

the sour-ce and cost of the-funds with which to build are'even

more various than.the structures funded, We will leave out of

the index the cost. Based on 1957-59 equaling 100.0 Colle e

Mapagment reports:

Colle.eBujldjns Construction Cost Index

1961 1962_ 1963 1964. 1965 1966 1967 .1968 1969 1970 1971

106.3 107.8 109.9 112.6 115.7 119.6 124.0 130.6 139.7 149.7 158.6

The major components of this index are building materials, on-

sife- labor costs and off-site labor costs. The table on the fol-,

lowing page gives the detail on building materials costs from

1961 through an estimate for 1971. No one material represents

more or less of a bargain in index terms yet there are signifi-

cant differences in the way the index numbers have behaved over

the past 11 years.

8
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1262. 196Z 1262 12i 1261 196 2,162 1968 1262 1970 1221

COLLEGE BUILDING
MATERIALS 100.3 99.7 99.6 100.7 101.8 104.1 105.8 109.7 115.3 119.4 123.6

Stone, clay, glass
products 101.8 101.8 101.3 101.5 101.7 102.6 104.3 108.1 112.8 118.2 123.0

Metals products 100.7 100.0 100.1 102.8 105.7 108.3 109.5 112.4 118.9 127.9 134.0

Plumbing products 103.4 100.5 100.5 101.8 104.7 108.4 110.4 114.1 118.7 124.2 129.0

Lumber products 95.8 96.5 98.6 100.6 101.1 105.6 105.4 119.3 132.0 119.8 118.0

Electrical equipment 100.0 98.4 97.4 96.8 96.8 99.0 101.8 103.0 104.8 108.3 111.0

Heating, ventilation
equipment 94.5 93.2 92.9 92.0 91.7 92.5 92.6 94.9 97.6 102.4 107.0

Paints and other
.chemicals 103.6 103.8 103.8 104.7 105.4 106.8 109.3 114.6 119.2 122.9 127.5

Petroleum products 99.3 98.2 97.2 92.7 95.9 99.5 102.2 100.3 101.8 103.3 105.0

Fixed equipment 100.0 100.3 99.7 100.0 99.7 102.4 105.3 108.9 112.1 115.3 119.0

Appliance 95.2 94.0 91.8 91.3 89.2 89.1 90.1 92.2 93.0 95.3 97.0

Flarniture 102.8 103.8 104.6 105.3 106.2 109.1 112.8 117.2 122.3 125.9 130.0

Machinery 102.3 102.3 102.2 102.9 103.7 108.2 111.8 115.2 119.0 123.5 128.0

All other materials 101.3 101.0 101.0 102.4 102.5 104.8 106.3 109.0 112.7 117.3 121.0

-When we turn from materials to on-site labor, the inc ease is

even mOre dramatic. The largest changes have come in supe_vi-

sory costs and common laborer costs. Comparatively, the beSt

bargains are bricklayers, followed by .painters, since what is

built of brick needs less painting maintenance, this represents

an interesting trade-off situation. The complete table is.

shown on the next page.

8 2
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1261 1962 1262 124 126i 1266 1267 12.6a 169 1220 1271

ON-SITE LABOR COSTS 113.9 117.8 122.5 127.2 132.9 138.5 146.8 156.4 170.8 191.2 207.0

Professional,
supervisory 113.6 117.9 122.8 128.2 134.1 141.2 149.9 161.5 176.4 198.1 216.0

Bricklayers, related
workers 111.9 114.9 118.3 121.6 126.3 129.9 136.1 145.1 156.2 174.4 189.0

Carpenters, related
workers 133.9 117.6 122.3 126.0 131.8 137.0 144.8 154.6 166.8 185.5 201.0

Electricians, related
workers 113.7 119.4 123.8 127.9 131.4 136.1 143.2 152.2 167.2 186.3 203.0

Painters, related
. workers 112.2 115.9 121.0 125.3 130.5 136.0 143.6 152.7 164.0 181.4 195.0

Sheet metal, iron-
workers, related
workers 11404 118.1 123.2 12705 13206 138.5 14609 155.2 168.0 191.2 199.0

Plumbers and related
workers 112. 116.2 121.0 126.7 132.3 136.9 144.5 154.4 169.5 188.9 206.0

School construction
common labor 116.5 121.0 126.7 133.3 140.7 148.9 160.1 170.3 190.5 21408 236.0

Off-site labor costs are of varying importance depending upon

local codes and contractor viewpoints.' Thus the final com-

ponent in the Colle e Mana ement's College Building Index may

be of greater or lesser importance to one reader than another.

The figures a q:

;961 ).96z 1961_1264 1965 1966, 1967 19611 190 1970 1971

OFF-SITE LABOR COSTS 112.4 116.9 120.1 125.5 130.9 137.1 1411.2 152.7 164.4 175.2 187.0

Administrative,
supervisory 113.3 117.7 122.0 12603 130.7 137.3 145.3 154.7 168.3 180.0 193.0

Off-site manufacturing 112.6 117.0 121.1 125.9 131.5 138.5 146.7 156.7 170.4 183.3 197.0

Off-site distribution
of materials 112.6 117.7 122.1 126.8 132.9 137.7 142.9 148.1 156.6 163.5 171.0

All other off-site
construction costs 109.7 113.2 115.9 119.4 122.9 127.3 132.2 14005 148.9 156.8 165.0
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It is estima ed that of every dollar expended on campus construc-
0;

tion in 1971, 42.2(t went for materials, 19.4(t represented off-site

labor costs and 38.4(t represented on-site labor ests. Accord-

ing to College Management this represented a shift of one cent

less being spent in 1971 for materials over 1970 and that same

one cent being spent in 1971 for on-site labor. Off-site labor's

proportion of the campus building dollar held even between 1970

and 1971.

A good deal of emphasis in recent years has been focused on col-

lege and university building bond issues and their succ6ss or

failure with the _electorate. Data presented by Colle e Mena e-

mentdps show trend characteristics worth mentioning. In terms

of the percent approved based on number, the figures shoW.:

1966 73%
1967 56
1968 79
1969 61.

1970 48

Tlie comparable percentages when dollar value is used as the basis

for the percentage calculation are:

1966 44%
1967 36
1968 61

1969 36
1970 20

Set forth on the following page is a reproduction of a chart on

bond interest rates for educational construction as'presented in

the June 1971 issue of College Mana ement. It graphically de-

picts the changes in the net interest costs over the past several

years, yet another indicator of the costs hidden in delayed

decisions about construction.

72.
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The yearly average would seem to run something like 1963-3.5%,

1964-3.5%, 1965-3.5%, then in 1966-4.0%, back do-n slightly in

1967 to 3 %, then 1968-4.6%, 1969-5.8%, and 1970-6.8%.

Perhaps the most important comparison in terms of cost realities

is to be found in the table on the following page which, like the

foregoing tables is based on the report of Coljege_fvlanagement,

although adapted for the purposes of this analysis. The table

gives for 1970 and for 1971 the average cost per square foot Of

construction projects started by institutions of higher educa-

tion in the U.S. The figures give the cost in dollars for 1970,

for 1971 and the pe centage change.

8 5
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INSTRUCTIONAL FUNCTIONS

Educational laboratory
Fieldhouse gymnasium
Instructionalelassroom
Instructional-laboratory
Library
Teaching hospital

1970

$41.25
28.00

35.55
37.58
36.20

56.12

% :hangp

+17.6%
24.3
19.5
14.6
12.3
22.7

$35.05
22.52
29.74
32.77
32021
45.71

RESEARCH FUNCTIONS

Agriculture 29.96 32.76
Astronomy 43.00 48.50 12

Biological 39.37 41.50 5 14

Chemistry 39.44 48.85 2-

Math and statistics 25.72 40.55 57.6

-ics 42.27 48.77 15.3
Other physical science 40.63 44.20 8.7
Social sciences 34.11 37.83 10.9
Dentistry 51.88 58.01 11.8
Engineering 35.04 39.75 13.4
Medicine 39.29 52.10 32.6

GENERAL FUNCTIONS

Administrative building 30.31 36.65 20

Auditorium 28.70 33.37 16.2

College union 28.13 34.46 22.5

Extension service 29.24 N.A.

Faculty club 35.70 N.A.

FOod facilities 31.69 36.70 15.8

Garage-vehicles 8.44 9.59 13.6
Office building 26.55 38.27 44.1

Theater 38.42 43.70 13.7

RESIDENTIAL FUNCTIONS

Mar-ied student apartment,, 22.20 27.65 21.8%
Men's residence hall 23.90 29.25 18.2
Women's residenne hall 23.63 25.10 6.2

Coed residence hall 27.62 10.6
Other residential 19.14 M.A. -

8 6
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The best summary of where cost realities have been is depicted

graphically in the following chart published by coll_egeManage-

ment in their June 1971 issue.
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Materials On-Site Labor Oft-Sita Labor Campus Building Index

There used to be an old saying "that if you had to ask what 't

,cost, you couldn.q afford it in the first place." 'It should be

abundantly evident that if such an attitude ever had any place

in considering college construction, it has no place now. The

key-to successful building is certainly asking what it will

cost and then guaranteeing that the cost quota ion is_ closely

adhered tc by a project management system that will keep your

construction on the track.'
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Another, complementary approach, to assessing likely costs of

a building project is to reView architectural literature for

articles on structures similar to that which you are considering.

Universi_t Business, Architectural Record, Progressive

Architectre, and dozens of other leading magazines periodically

publish articles, floor plans, pictures and statistics on col-

lege buildings. Many of these magazines are collected by your

library or will be available from a friendly architect or by

directino a specific query to the editors of the magazines them-

selves. 'These inputs will allow you to grossly assess the dimen-

.sions and results of similar building efforts. These must be

considered only as gross, normative information. Geographical

location, transportation, time, building process and bpilding

differences can'form the basis for wide variation in building

costs. Is site-work included in cost per square foot figures?

Is moveable equipment included, etc.. are the,kinds of questions

to keep in mind -when reviewing such literature. (See Figure 1)

The search will provide not only a basis for comparison, as does

the .collap_ Mana ement material, but it will also provide a

basis for comparison of "expectations," i.e. what I can hope to

obtain for my dollars. A similar worthwhile effort is to

request information from your colleagues at institutions where

similar building projects have recently been completed. Recent-

1: a t ustee of a small private college approached a consulting

firm with the question: "I been told our new dormitories

will cost an average of some $12 000 per bed. Is that the best

I can expect or are there other ways to do the same job at less

76.
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Figure 1

S

ALLOCATION OF CONSTRUCTION COST.

CONVENTIONAL HIGH-RISE

1,7% General 1:4%

Excavating & Grading 0.85%

25.5'0 StructuTal Frame 24%

12% Masonry & Stone (P&DP) 14%

1.25% Roofing & Sheet Metal 1

1,75% Misc. & Ornamental Iron

4 35% Carpentry & Millwork 7 75%

1,75% Metal Doors Frames 0.82%

4% Windows Glass, Glazing 4.5%

Tile, Marble & Terrazzo 4%

2% Lathing & Plaster 5

0.75% Acoustic Tiie 0,7

1% Composition Flooring 0 88%

2.25% Painting & Caulking 1 9%

CONVENTIONAL

HIGH-RISE

STRUCTURAL FRAME

b - MASONRY & STONE

CARPENTRY & M'ILLWORK

d - WINDOWS, GLASS, GLAZING

e - TILE MARBLE & TERRAllO

f MECH, EQUIP. & FOOD EQUIP.

g - ELECTRICAL

MISCELLANEOUS

1% Finish Hardware 1% Figures indicate percent of total construction

1,5% Elevators & Dumbwaiters 5%

Meci.6quip, & Equip,

8.5 Electrical 7%

1% Miscellaneous

89

0.7%

cost allocated to various contract categories

for two buildings of comparable size and quality

at the same institution.
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cos V From files available in the firm's office, it was possi-

ble to give the trustee the names of five college business

officers whose institutions had completed construction of new

dormitor es in the pat year for under $7,000 pee bed.

The- trustee was then able to arrange a visitation to each of
0

the project locations and see the trade-offs necessary to bring

in a dormitory at a cost some 40 per cent less than was origin-

ally quoted. Such gross analysis and anticipation techniques

all have an important role in determining the fiscal realities

of a building, initially. As detailed program plans begin to

form, however, revealing the essential characteristics of your

new building, it wilLbe possible to utilize specific information

from College Ma_nalepen_t or College_ constructton Reports of.

McGraw-Hill Information Services to grossly estimate the relative

costs of alternative approaches to providing the essential char-

acteristics of your building. This is the second level of

analysis -- costing of alternatives -- which allows an institu-

tion to immediately drop from consideration some alternatives

under discussion on the basis of cost or time to completion.

This is a most creative step, one frequently omitted by institu-

tions. This error of ommission eventually results in the chew-

ing up of time in unnecessary discussions of obviously unfeasible

solutions. And time is the critical factor in bringing buildings

in at budgeted prices.

At this point a third level of analysis becomes necessary. Now

that we have a fairly clear picture of what our building is and

78.
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Figure 2 Basic Elements of income Model
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some estimation of what it is likely to cost, a review of likely

-sources of finance becomes necessary. What federal programs are

available? What are the positive and negative aspects, includ-

ing the extent of federal participation? Can a capital giving .

campaign provide the necessary dollars? Or should we look at

private capital as our'primary source? Obviously, a combination

of all sources becomes another possibility. What are the cost

ramifications of each single or all possible combinations of

financing? How realistic are they? (See Figure 2)

An inextricable portion of this analysis is a realistic appraisal

- of institutional fiscal stability. If we do obtain the necessary

funds to build it, can we pay increased operating and maintenance

costs, can we equip it, can we staff the programs anticipated

for it? One institution was given a million dollars for a

special purpose building. Analysis showed that costs would

approximate an additional $2.5 million over the next four years.

The gift was accepted ("It was $1 million more than we had .

and the building was built. Today, 50 per cent of the building

is unequipped and therefore unusable, the remainder'of the space

remains unattractive and iS falling rapidly 'Into disrepair.

Obviously, the college could not absorb the incremental costs

necessary.

Stated simply, the objective of this stage of the financial plan-

ning process necessari;y invblved in a new const uction program

is to provide answers to three basic questions:

9 I
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1. How much will the proposed programs cost?

How much income will be available from which to
finance the programs?

If projected costs exceed projected income, what
can be done to obtain a balance between them?-

The financial analyses necessary for effective project planning

are conveniently provided in an analytical framework suggested

by Dr. John D. Millett, Chancellor, Ohio Board of Regents in an

article appearing in College and University Business, February

1968. (See Figure

The incremental costs of the new programs then constitute a

fourth, and more detailed, level of analysis.

The fifth, and final, level of analysis which is necessary is to

combine inputs from the above stages together with new informa-

tion and arrive at anticipated costs to the capital account,

this would include:

1. Costs of construction -- building

2. Costs of construction -- utility. systems

3. Costs of construction -- traffic systems

4. Alterations to existind buildings, if any

5. Provision of Major equipment

Experience has proven that at this fifth stage, hiring of a iro-

fessional cost estimatOr is highly desirable and effective

(this professional would then be kept on the project until com-

pletion, since building modifications -- which can sometimes

contribute an additional 35 per cent over run on a project --

81.
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Fi/gure 3 Analytical Framewo k For Financing

Higher Education
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2, Research
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will occur). In processes previously descr bed, however, you

have already arrived at a series of cost estimations.

As soon as a reasonable cost package has been put together for

your building project one of the first things to do is to imme-

diately add to the project budget a minimum of 5 per cent for

design contingencies and 5 per cent f-r construction contingen-

cies. Looking at your project's time table, you must also throw

in a minimum inflation factor of 1.5 per cent permonth on the

uncompleted sections of the building (as represented by a dollar

value), much in the same way finance charges are calculated by

credit card companies. It may seem strange to enlarge project

budgets in this way from the onset as a portion of cost-estima-.

tion, yet design changes, construction changes, and inflation

are the deadliest enemies of prOect budget control. By estima-

ting these costs in advance you will have prepared a realistic

budget and later, as the project advances, changes and delays,

which will undoubtedly occur to one extent or another, can be

costed at the time and listed on a sheet of paper. When changes

or delays cause coststo, approach the budgeted maximum as shown

on your cumulative record, the problem should be-faced up to.

Modifications (trade-offs) can be effected to bring project and

budget into line- "Too frequently this is not done, or it is

hoped that the original estimates were high or the bids may be

lower than normal. It seldom occurs that way.

9 8



After these analyses are complete, you will have a clear picture

of the constraints within which you must operate for a partic-

ular building. This information is then translated .irst to the

architect and later, upon modification, to potential contractors

in the bidding process (both of these steps are treated at

length elsewhere in this document).

It can safely be said, however, that only when funds are commit-

ted can a decision be considered finalized. After trustee con-

cu rence with the building project, adjustments must be made in

the budgets which have either been decided upon or are about to

be decided upon, depending upon when the building project cycle

begins and is estimated to conclude. It is at this point that

normal line-item, one-year approaches to budgeting become a

hind ance rather than a help and when a multi-year program

budgeting fortat becomes desirable. Since buildiflg projects

occur generally over a time span likely to lap budget periods,

processes and fiscal years, individual implementation components

and their cash consequences must be phased in according to a

pre-determined schedule, over this time-frame. It is not the

purpose of is manual to discuss at length program budgeting

systems. It is within the purview of this document, however,

to counsel preparation of relevant budget documents complemen-

ta- y to the building project which provide for articulation of

costs over a minimum five-year period.

To this point in your building project you have accomplished

a great many things; however, the building itself seems too

9 9
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illusive. So far our activities have produced only organiza-

tional patterns, a great deal of data collection and thinking

(individually and collectiNely), and a pile of paper. It is

only human at this point to be slightly frustrated, harboring

an almost irresistable urge to see a spade bite into the earth

or a construction sign go up or a contractor's truck drive past.

The urge must be repressed: a great deal of "front end" work

-till remains to be done before your new building is completed

on campus efficiently and effectively.

One major -tep still remains to be done in the financial realm:

Production of a pro-forma document for presentation to funding

sources. Frequently, this step is done in an off-handed manner.

Because we know ,exactly what we want and why, we fail to realize

that we must communicate that rationale convincingly to the money

sources. Being sloppy in this criti al step complicates an

already complicated process and cuts the likelihood,of funding

from some otherwise promising quarters.

A ml-forma statement is compiled for three purposes. First,

it provides an outline of the proposed building which the college

wishes to build. Second, it presents business information on

which potential mortgages can base a lending decision. Third,

it demonstrates how:

1. Such a mortgage loan is a financially attractive,
secure and socially rewarding venture for the investor.

2. Funds invested in the college are entrusted to a

uniquely competent custodian of those funds who oper-
ates in a relatively riskless environment.

100
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The strategy of building the building is the most cer-
tain and promising strategy for the college to pursue.

A professionally produced pro-ftrta statement will include the
.

following major sections, appendicies and graphics:

SECTION 1: Purpose and Scope

A brief rationale for what is being proposed.

SECTION 2: Propos 1 Abstract

A concise statement of what is being proposed.

SECTION Sources of Funds

A concise statement of where funding will come from,
drawn from your income analyses, backed up with
illustrative charts.

SECTION 4: Uses of Funds

Specific purposes to which funds will be put;
description of what will go into the building;
positive impact this building will have on the
college.

SECTION 5: Risk-Return Analysis

Brief rationale of reasons why a funding source
should be attracted to pie proposal, in general.
(Example: "The remainder of this section is
designed to identify the tangible and intangible
returns available to participating lenders and
ticianalyze those risks to which lenders would be
exposed . . .Two types af quantifiable returns
are available to lenders: 1) an attractive
return on committed capital, and 2) solidity of
the financial affairs of the col ege make'it. an
attractive commercial account." And so. forth.)

SECTION 6: Recent History

A description of the growth pattern of the college,
its_basic successes, itsbasic reason for being.
Include summary_chart on enrollment, relation to
"local/regional" educational market, and income
cashflow.

101
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Note: The following section outlines the reasons why the col-
lege apinistration and its advisors believe that the
decision--,to build a new building will increase the pros-
pects for the college's continued success in achieving
its goals.

SECTION 7: Why A New Campus?

A. Goals and Objectives

SECTION 8:

B. Strengths of the College
1. Administration
2. Faculty
3. Non-P.rofit Status
4. Accreditation
5. Reputation
6. Student Body
7. The Curriculum
8. Other programs.
9. Placement

10. Alumni

C. Weaknesses (list all appropriate)

D. Conclusion: (Example: "After comparing the
college's strengths and resources with its
critical problem areas, the administration
translated its general objectives into the
following set of planning objectives."

Describe briefly the objectives for which
building is designed

Note: Before continuing with detailed programs and building
plan descriptions, the following.appendicies should be
inserted in the no-forma document:

1. Financial Projections

A. Auditor's statements

B. Sources and uses of funds detail

2. Financial History

A. Income and cash flow, summary

B. Income statements and balance sheets, summary

C. Certified statements for year just ended

D. Certified statement's for year ended previous

87.
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. Appraisal of _ollege Properties

A. Statement of Fair Market Value

4. Degrees held by faculty members

5. Descriptron of Government Monies Used in Past

6. Admissions and Enrollment

A. Admissions history

B. Enrollment history and projections

Enrollment history by sex

Enrollment by high school, by locale

Note: Your pro-forma_ document is now ready to present your
building plan in detail. This portion will all be
pertinent information relative to your proposal.
Sections must include:

SECTION 9: Purpose and Scope

SECTION 10: Timetable

SECTION 11: Program

SECTION 12: Site Analysis

SECTION 13: Master Planning

SECTION 14: Building Systems

SECTION 15: Cost Analysis

SECTION 16: Recommendations

Note: Summary graphics should be considered for each of the
above sections. In addition, the following appendicies
would be beneficial to this section:

1. Timetable for Architectural and Engineering phase

2. Summary of Existing Facilities

3. Survey Conclusions

4. Preliminary Cost Estimates

103
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With these materials edited, illustrated and printed in logical

and attractive fashion, you are now ready to go to any funding

source with authority. One caution is that total familiarity

with the document will be mandatory for whoever is responsible

(development officer ) for reviewing and presenting the material.

With a convincing document and an unknowledgeable presenter,

results could be negative. Bo h must complement one another.

10 t
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SOURCES OF FEDERAL FUNDS

HIGHER EDUCAT ON FACILITIES ACT OF 1963 (13._L._ 87204)

"An Act to authorize assistance to public and other non-
profit institut-ions of higher educa±iop-in finansino the con-
struction, rehabilitation, or improvement of needed academic
and related facilities in undergraduate and graduate institu-
tions."

F NDINGS AND DECLARATION OF POLICY

"Sec. 2. The Congress hereby finds that the security .

and welfare of the United States require that this and
future generations of American youth be assured ample
opportunity for the fullest development of their intel-
lectual capacities, and that this opportunity will be
jeopardized unless the Nation's colleges and universi-
ties are encouraged and assisted in their efforts to
accommodate rapidly the growing number of youths who
aspire to a higher education. The Congress further
finds and declares that these needs are so great and
these steps so urgent that it is incumbent upon the
Nation to take positive and immediate action to meet
these needs through assistance to institutions of higher
education, including graduate and undergraduate institu-
tions, junior and community colleges, and technical in-
stitutes, in providing certain academic facilities."

Title_i. - Grants for Construction of Under raduate Academic

The mechanics of this particular type of federal assistance

initially takes place at the state level. In New Hampshire,

the Higher Educatiop Facilities Commission is the administering

agency and pursuant to Section l05 of Public Law 88-204,and it

administers the funds available to the intitutions within the

state according t_ the State-Plan. The State Commission accepts

applications for assistance in the construction of classrooms,

laboratories, libraries and related administrative tacilities.

Gymnasiums used for physical education instruction and not for

Os
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events for which admission is charged are also eligible. Pub-

lic community colleges and public technical institutes apply

under Section 103 of the Act, while all other institutions of

higher education apply under Seation 104. Application forms

can be obtained from the State Facilities Commission office in

Manchester, New Hampshire.

For any specific project, up to $400,000- in assistance may be

obtained provided that that $400,000- does not exceed one third

of the total project development budget. There are two closing

dates scheduled by the Commission, September 30 and February 15.

Applications submitted before these dates will be considered

with any other application from other schools on the closing

date. The applications are graded by the Commission and the

funds awarded to the applicant institutions on the basis of the

grades obtained by the application. The Commission follows the

grading procedures carefully enumerated in the State Plan and

awards funds until the state's allotment is exhausted. Normal-

ly, the requests for assistance total more than the st e allot-

ment, so applicants should apply in time for the September 30

deadline -- careful attention must be given to the data reqdests

in both the application and the State Plan. The State Commis-

sion will assist you in the development of your application and

should be contacted well before the date of submission.

Title 11 Gran_ts for Construction of Graduate facilities

"Sec. 202. (a) Grants under this title may be made to in-
stitutions of higher education and to cooperative graduate
center boards to assist them to meet the development costs for
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projects for construction of academi facilities for graduate
schools and cooperative graduate centers.

Title II , - Loans for_Cops
Interest. Sub.s_idizatio-n

(Annual Interest Grant Program)

"Set. 301. The Commissioner may, in accordance with the
provisions of this title, make loans to institutions of higher
education or to higher education building agencies for construc-
tion of academic facilities."

'uction of Academic Facilities -

"Sec. 303. (a) No loan pursuant to this title shall be
made unless the Commissioner finds (1) that not less than one-
fourth of the development cost of the facility will be financed
from non7Federal sources, (2) that the applicant is unable to
secure the amount of such loan from other sources upon terms
and.conditions equally as favorable as the terms and conditions
applicable to loans under this title, (3) that the construction
will be undertaken in an economical manner and that At -will
not be of elaborate or extravagant design or materiaW and
(4) that, in the case of a project to construct an ififirmary or
other facility designed to provide primarily for outpatient care
of students and institutional personnel, 66 financial assistance
will be provided such project under title IV of the Housing Act
of 1950."

"Sec. 303. (b) A loan pursuant to this title shall be
secured in such manner and shall be repaid within such period
not exceeding fifty years, as may be determined by the Commis-
sioner; and shall bear Anterest (1) a rate determined by the
Commissioner which shall be not less than a per annum rate that
is one-quarter of 1 percentage point above the average annual
interest rate on all interest-bearing obligations of the United
States forming a part of the public debt as computed at the end
of the preceding fiscal year, adjusted to the nearest one-
eighth of 1 per centum, or (2) the rate of 3 per centum per
annum, whichever is the lesser."

Annual Interest Grants

"Sec. 306. (a) To assist institutions of higher education
and higher education building agencies to reduce the costs of
borrowing from other sources for the construction of academic
facilities, the Commissioner may make annual interest grants to
such institutions and agencies."

"Sec. 306. (b) Annual interest grants to an institution
of higher education or higher education building agency with
respect to any academic facility shall be made over a fixed
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period not exceeding forty years, and provision for such grants
shall be embodied in a contract guaranteeing their payment over
such period. Each such grant shall be in an amount not greater
than the difference between (1) the average annual debt service
which would be required to be paid, during the life of the loan,
on the amount borrowed from other -sources for the construction
of such facilities, and (2) the average annual debt service
which the institution would have been required to pay, during
the life of the loan, with respect to such amounts if the appli-
cable interest rate were the maximum rate specified in section
303(b): Provi_ded, That the amount on which such graht_is based
shall be approved by the Secretary."

"Sec. 306. (e) No annual interest grant pursuant to this
section shall be made unless the .Commissioner finds (1) that
not less than 10 per centum of the development cost of the facil7
ity :will be financed from non-Federal sources, (2) that the
applicant is unable to secure aloan in the amount of the loan
with respect to which the annual interest grant is to be made,
from other sources upon terms and conditions equally as favor-
able as the terms and conditions applicable to loans under this
title, and (3) that the construction will be undertaken in an
economical manner and that it will-not bt-of elaborate or-extrav-
agant design or. materials. For purposes.of this section, a loan
with respect to which an interest grant is made under this sec-
tion shall not be considered financing from a non-Federal souTce.
For purposes of the other provisions of this Act, such a loan
shall be considered financing from a non-Federal source."

Applications for assistance under both Title I and Title III

require a considerable amount of preconstruction planning and

must be timed to properly fit within your general development

plan.

The physical description of your project contained in your a'ppli-

cation is used along with your general institutional statistics

for competitive grading of all the applications by the State

Commission. The fact that the project description (including

gross and net square feet) is used for grading means that you

are held to the minimum facility' described in the application,

and if after the fact you wish to increase the facility's size,
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you will not be e)igible for additional assistance so care-

fully think out your application. For example, under the State

Plan for Title I, the amount and percentage of expansion your

new project contributes to your total physical plant is com-,

.puted and weighed against the other applicant's competing for

assistance. If you must decrease the project by more than 5

per cent due to design changes or lack of adequate financing,

you will probably have to withdraw your application and resub-

mit one for the next closing, causing you to lose a mihimum of

six months and probably one year. Also, there is no guarantee

that your application will again be successful as the competi-

tion will also change over that,tfme period.

Under Title III your application must not'only contain accurate

physical descriptions of the project, the proposed'financing

must also be described. The language of the enabling legisla-

tion may be a bit confusing but, in essence, the procedure is

as follows: The Office of Education is prepared to help you

finance the construction of academic facilities. In addition

to direct grnts for a portion of the proposed facility

(Title I, Secs. 103 84-104), it is prepared td itian you fundS

(Title III) or help you repay loans you have negotiated with

private lending institutions Interest Sub-sidization - Annual

Interest Grant Program). The Office of Education is obviously

interested in ifelping as many institutions as it can with its

allotment of Federal assistance, therefore, the Annual Interest

Grant Program will probably completely replace the Title III
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loan program. In fiscal year 1970, eighty-six Annual Interest

Grants were approved supporting over $119 million in loans,and

,in fiscal year 1971, approximately $18 million in grants will

support over $520. million in loans.

The Annual Interest Grant Program can be used to pay the inte--

est charges on a loan that falls between 3% per year and the

rote that the government itself pays for interest-bearing obli-

gations that form the national debt. For example, if you

arrange a thirty year loan for a classroom building at an

annual rate of 8.5% per year, the Annual interest G ant Program

would pay the interest charges on the loan between 3% and 8.5%.

Thus the institution has only to pay the principle and 3% per

year for thirty years. The difference between this arrangement

and the Title III loan is that the government does not have the

large sums necessary for the principle so the institution nets

the same fiscal assistance (a 3% loan) but the government's

exposure is spread over the li'fe'Of the project and not at the

beginnin_ if all the projects.

From the institution's point of view, the optimum fiscal arrange-

ment uses both Title I and Title III (Annual Interest Grant Pro-

gram) and might be as follows: A hypothetical classroom build-

ing project costing $1,300,000- could be funded in the follow-

ing manner - a $400400- Title I grant (maximum allowable under

the State Plan), a loan of $770,000- subsidiZed through the

Annual Interest Grant Program and $130,000- from the institu-

tion's resources or a non-subsidized loan. The program
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constraints of the Annual Interest Grant limit the._ Federal par-

ticipation to 90% of the development costs, therefore, only a

loan of $770,000- can be subsidized. However, this package

presents a fairly attractive financing program as the institu-

tion can build its project with minimal cash outlays and an

extremely advdntageous debt service schedule.

This type of Federal assistance works very well, however, the

institution's applications cannot be exploratory in nature.

The project must be well thought out and alternative financing

plans as we 1 as constructionplans must be available. For

example, in the hypothetical 'classroom project, provision must

be made for an alternate source of funds in the event that the

application for Title I was not successful or only partially

successful. Contingency financing should probably be made when,

the large loan is negotiated. Or, if the timing of the appli-

.cation is sufficient, the project may be collapsed to- the

point that- the interest subsidy and the institutional resources

cover the cost of a smaller classroom building. This type of

adjustment calls for tight design and an expandable/collapsible

building. -Or the project may be built as planned with an

increaSed subsidized loan and a supplemental Title I applica-

tion couldprovide the funds for the following fiscal year and

the increased non-subsidized loan could then be prepayed.

There are a number of options which should be forecasted and

planned for,.The Facilities Commission staff in Manchester, N.H.

and the Office of Education staff in Boston, Mass. are available
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to you and will provide you with assistance in both the plan-

ning and submission of applications that will best suit your

needs.

The other most frequently availble source-of construction fi-

nancing is the Department of Hous;i- and Urban Development's

College Housing Program. There are direct grants available

-1:44der this program, however, direct loans and interest subsidi-

zation grants are available for the construction of student

and faculty housing, dining facilities, student uniqns and in-

firmaries.
p=',/

New Hampshire is fortunate to have a Department of Housing and

Urban Development Area Office located in Manchester. The Col-

lege Housing Program for this region is administered by this area

office. Applications are submitted in the spring and awards

are usually made by June 30.

The College Housing Program is authorized'under the Houstng and

Urban Development Act of 1968 Section 1705) which amends

Title IV of the Housing Act of 1950. The Dvect Loan prbgram

is- very similar to Title III of the Higher Education Facilities

Act whi'le Debt Service Grant Program is the College Housing Pro-

gram's version of the Office of Education's Annual Interest

Grant Program.

Applications for College Housing Program assistance are in every

sense preliminary proposals to H.U.D. and must show the economic

feasibility of the project as well as the preliminary design of
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the project. The amount of money available to an institution is

based on a relatively simple formula: $1,500.00 per full-time

student adjusted by t.e regional construction cost estimate is

the maximum borrowing potential of the institution. For example,

if your school reported 1000 full- ime students enrolled in.

September of the year in which you apply for assistance, you

would be eligible to borrow $1,500,000-. However, this must_be

adjusted by the regional construction cost index (for Manchester,

N.H. the index is set at .88 ) so the $1,500,000- is reduced to

$1,320,000-.

($1,500)(1000 full-time students
insti ution borrowing power

(construction cost index -.88) $1 320,000-

Institutions are not limited to one application per year, how-

ever, so more than one project may be proposed during an aca-

demic or fiscal year. The application (HUD Form 4501) requests

the normal institutional ,statistics and an architectural des-

criptio-n of the project. In addition, a preliminary project

cost analysis must be provided showing a project development

line item budget, unit cost breakdown, and a project develop-

ment time schedule. A narrative must also accompany the appli-

cation detailing the effects of the proposred project, the insuf-

ficencies it will correct or the potential for growth it will

provide.

You will normally apply for a Debt Service Grant (the rea-soning

here being the same as the rationale for the Annual Interest
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Grant Program, the more schools served with the least amount

governmental dollars encumbered) and in cases where.private cap-

ital is not available or not available at a reasonable rate,

the institution may be awarded a direct loan. The instructions

accompanying the application and the availability of the College

Housing Representative attached to the Area Office make the

application process a relatively simple task. A word of caution

.here -- the project should be designed so that it is self-support-

ing and so that the debt,ervice as well as the operation of the

proposed facility can be 'covered by the revenues the facility

will generate,. The p-inciple and 3 per cent per year must be

paid back under both programs.

Although the application is a preliminary proposal, the project

must be well thought out, some sort of architectural description

must be given, short-term and long-term financing plans must be

described, and evidence of need must be presented.

The housing study described in a preceding chapter of this manual

should provide you with all the relevant statistics necess_ary

for this project. The pro_ forma statements described the pre-

ceding chapter should also provide the necessary financial infor-

mation for this preliminary application especially when they are

combined with the housing study data. If the application is

successful, a great deal of detailed financial information will

be requested by H.U.D. and those pro forma statements can become

part of the supplemental financial application.
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If the preliminary application is successful, H.U.D. will in-

form you that a 11fund reservation" has been made and will then

request detailed legal, financial and engineering information.

The legal and financial information will concern both the pro-

ject and the institution. The engineering data must show that

the project is architecturally feasible and that the cost will

fall within the W.U.D. allowable unit costs. If the supple-

mental exhibits (legal, financial and engineering) receive

H.U.D. approval, a preliminary loan agreement will be drawn up

and you will be allowed to produce bid documents for H.U.D. re-

view and for release to potential bidding contractors. In this

arrangement, the g6vernment is very much involved in the de-

tailed pre-construction and financial planning.

Recently, H.U.D. h s encouraged institutions to construct their

housing and dining (student union) facilities using the "turn-

key" developmelit procedures that have been successful from a

time and cost basis in tneiT Public Housing projects. The

"turnkey" method of construction differs considerably from the

traditional construction methodology. Traditionally, an owner

(institution) retains an architect to design a project, working

within a set -f objectives and finances. When the, design is

complete, contractors are then encouraged =to bid on the job and

hopefully, if the architect has done his job, a bid will be

forthcoming for the project that falls within the available fi-

nancing. In this scheme, the owner and the architect work

closely to design a project which can be built with the available
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dollars but it is not until the owner has paid eighty (81 per

cent of the architect's fee and the bids are opened does he

know if he has a building project. If the bids are too high-,

the project must either-be redesigned or cancelled. The design

phase of the pro ect stretches over many months before the

owner is cer-ain that construction will actually take place.

The "turnkey" approach is unique in the fact that the own.er

(institution) does not retain an architect to custom design the

proposed facility. The owner requests proposals from firms who

will both design and construct the project thus no design is

created that cannot be built within the availablelludget.

Mechanically, the owner with the help of an architectural con-

sultant, articulates the constraints to be placed upon the

project and then requests proposals from qualified firms for

the design and 'construction of the project.

The constraints usually contain a description of the site that

is available, the number of beds or capacity of the project,

the amount of money that is available-for the project, the

architectural performance standards (durability of the structure,

quality of fixtures and appliances, ease of service and mainte-

nance, minimum requirements for room sizes and capacities),

social program (description of the people using the building,

e.g., married students with and without children, single grad-

uate students, etc.) and the development time schedule.
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The a chitect/consultant and the institution review the pro-

posal and select the proposal that best suits the needs of the

institution Tbe selection process is an analysis of the pro-

posals from both the engineering point of view as well as the

financial point of view and the winning proposal may not be

the proposal with the smallest price tag. The institution now

gets the opportunity to review the work of manY architects

(each firm responding to the request for proposals must have an

architect registered in the institution's stati ) and choose

the design and delivery system that offers the best value for

the aveilable dollars. H.U.D. will also assist in this eval-

uation/review process.

The financial exposure to the insti -ution before actual construc-

tion is obviously reduced using the "turnkey" approach -- the

institution does not commit itself to 80% of the architect's

fee to determine the feasibility of the project, the time span

covering the design phase of the project is considerably short-

ened thus offsetting some of the built-in inflationary costs

and the firm who will do the actual construction work will be

familiar with the project reducing the posstpility of Aestgh

oversights which result in costly change orders during the

course of construction.

There are some other related benefits of "turnkey" construction

such as this method's adaptability to "fast-tracking." "Fast-

tracking" is the engineering jargon of designing a pro ect in

a series of building systems cather than the completed structure
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sothat while the foundation is being poured, for example, the

interior wall panels may still be in the design phase. The

method is also called phased construction and is being experi-

mented with in the Academic Building Systems (ABS) projects in

Indiana. and California. The involvement of ".turnkey" contrac-

tors also makes the use of modular or panelized construction a

more distinct possibility. This type of construction is usually

less expensive per square foot than the traditional construction

methods using on-site fabrication. The proposing contractors

can figure this kind of construction from the onset rather than

attempting to fit commercially available panels or units into

a custom designed package.

Institutions of higher education can sucCesSfully use the "turn-

key" approach to speed up and reduce the cost of construction,

however, the method is not without its pitfalls. Before embark-

ing on a "turnkey" project, be sure to obtain the services of

.an experienced architect/consultant, and tu notify H.U.D. on

your application as a slightly different set of H.U.D. reviews

'will be necessary for the project.

A note on the design of HUD-College Housing Program dormitories-

due to the changing life styles of today's, college students,

H.U.D. strongly suggests that suite-type accommodations or

apartments be Constructed rather than tradition double-loaded

corridor, gang bath facilities dormitorieS. This suggestion is

based on the.increasing difficulty in filling traditional dorm-,

itory units thus making these types of facilities an unsound-
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financial risk. Apartments and suite-type accommodations aside

from student preference patterns a_e, in many cases, a better

investment for institutions. Changing male-female student body

ratios can be more easily accommodated in the suite or apart-

ment style living quarters as fewer numbers of students are con-

tained in each module. Traditional dormitories do not readily

lend themselves to shifting student patterns whereas two contig-

uous suites or apartments may contain male or female students

without breaching the rules of propriety. Apartments can serve

both the married and the single student-as well as the faculty,

.and in the event of a serious decline in enrollment, be let to

tenants outside the institution.

Incidentally, the maintenance costs over the life of the build-

ing is lower for apartments and suite-type living units than

traditional dormitories. When students are grouped into small

suite-type living units, vandalism and willful distruction:

decreases and repair charges can be more equitably assigned to

the tenants in the individual suites. In a dormitory, damage

to the public areas and maintenance of those areas can become a

large burden to the institution over the life of the building.

Apartments offer the same type of student responsibility and

are probably the most maintenance free, and whatever damage

occurs has to be the responsibility of the individual tenant.
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APPLICATION PROCEDURES

A sequential outline for processing a HUD College Housing Sub-

sidy trant f om submission of the application to the execution

of the final grant agreement follows.
9.

Individual projects

may vary from this schedule according to special circumstances:

A. Institution_submits -licatiol (Form HUD 4501) for assist-
ante to H_D kglona_ Office to establish:-

1) Legal eligibility of the applicant and project (Form
HUD 4501-3).

2) Need for the project.

B. HUD Re_gional Housi.u.Assis ance Offices processes._ a lica-
tion and:

1) Verifies eligibility and need.

2) Processes a fund reservation (Form HUD-718) if funds
are available. (A fund reservation is not a legal
commitment by HUD, but an action to reserve funds for
commitment when the grant is approved.

C. Audlcant develo s its lans fp_r obtainini iroect finan-
sing:wit_ or wit_ oiit,t e assistaifee of a financla
advisor. Normally, the applicant and the architect. engin-
eer will proceed with the construction-plans and specifi-
cations at this time.

D Aislicant submits to HUD ional 0 rice:

1) HUD Concurrence. The applicant_must consult with the
HUD Regional Office prior to soliciting financing
proposals from private lending institutions. The a0-
plicant must indicate the manner in which it proposes
to seek the lowest net interest cost reasonably avail-
able, including the planned method of financing, the
names and addresses of potential Tending institutions,
and the information to be furnished to such institu-
tions. HUD will review the applicant's plans for ob-
taining project financing and will offer advice when
necessary.

4.

2) Justification for any deviations from HUD policies
and procedures specified herein.
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Proposed contract for financial advisor, if such an
advisor is employed.

Tentative project schedule .e., dates for bidding
on construction contract and for obtain ng loan
funds).

Proposed interim construction or short term financing
plan, if required.

Hlif) Regional Office reviews the a licant's lans for ob-
taining project fininciW verifies the financial and
legal ability of the applicant to borrow for the project;
and consults with the applicant toinsure that all of the
objectives stated herein will be met. Normally, this
will involve a meeting in the HUD Regional Office.

F. HUD Re-ional Office concurs in a licant's lans for ob-
see Note under Step K belowtaining project financin:

Applicant or Financial Advisor invites bids or loan
proposa s from a potentia lenders in accordance wi h
the HUD approved plan for obtaining project financing.

H. A licant or Financial Advisor reviews all_lo_an.pro-
osa s; coMputes -d makes a tabulation of effective net
interest costs of all loan proposals; makes recommenda-
tions on acceptance,or rejection of proposal containing
lowest net interest cost; and submits certified copy of
tabulation and recommendations_. The applicant must al.so
submit to- HUD, an outline of the steps taken to obtain,
the lowest net interest cost.

HUD_reviewLARplicant's recommendations and su_ortin_
information and requests changes orproided the net'
interest cost does not exceed the rate'16W-Which the fund
reservation was based authorizes applicant to close the
private loan after execution of Grant Agreement. In

the event that the interest rate used in establishing
the fund reservation is exceeded, the Regional Office
shall submit all proposals for project financing, to-
gether with recommendations, to the Central Office con-
currence, the Regional Office shall authorize the appli-
cant to close the private loan after execution of the
Grant Agreement.

J. HUD pre pares Pro ect Summary and Ap royal, Form HUD-
4528, approved projeet Cest bud0t

K Grant A reement. re_are,d,.and executed. HUD prepares;
HUD and grantee exectite. _Noti: S-teps J and K may
follow Step F, if necessary to obtain loan proposals.)
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L. Applicant advertises fo_r construction bids on HUD
approved pTans and specifications.

M. HUD reviews construction bids and concurs in the award
to the lowest bidder.

N. Applicant clos_es_prr.ivate loan and advises HUD.

0, As.licant awards construction contract to low bidder.

P. HUD recom-utes_grant_amount based on actual lowest
effective iet int-61'6st Cost and any revisions to app oved
project cost estimate, and adjusts grant amount, if
necessary.

Q. Pro ect costs are audi ed b HUD at conclusion of con-
struction or a certificate in lieu of audit Form HUD-
45261 is submitted by the applicant to establish final
eligible project cost. As soon as HUD determines the
final eligible project cost, HUD prepares revised pro-
ject summary, if necessary, and an amendatory grant
agreement if there is a change in the grant amount.

The programs described in detail above are the major source of

federal funds for college construction. There are, however,

some 200 potential sources of funds in the federal establishment

for construction programs or programs related to construction.

In addition, some foundations have made substantial funds avail-

able to colleges for construction in the past, although the

amounts distributed for this purpose ent years has declined.

Your Development Office will have, or can have with a bit of

research, program citations which shouid be explored when re-

viewing possible federal or private soul- e.s of construction mon-

ies. For all practical purposes, howevf -he programs described

above contribute by far the most dollars to college construction

and should be checked out first.
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THE COLLEGE AND THE ARCHITECT
7

Just as an instituion turns to a lawyer to assist it in its

contractural work, so a college must turn to an architect for

direction and assistance in planning and executing a building

project. He is the one professional whose training and gifts

combine the practical and the artistic. At best, architecture

is a difficult art. It deals with materials, money, time and

diverse personalities. Out of this, if successful, a practical

yet .artistic structure will hopefully emerge. The better it

functions and the more it enhances the life of the college, the

more successful is the architect and his work.

The college should have a defini e set of goals tha_ the archi-

tect can identify and express in tangible form (see chapter on

Planning). A building program and ultimately the building it-

self should grow out of a philosophy_or a set of goals. If

there are no-goals or building program, then the fundamental

image and goals of the specific project must be defined by the

college administration as they work with theirarchitect. If

not, the architect will have to assume what is lacking.

What does the architect look for once he is retained by the col-

lege? The architect seeks to understand the guiding philosophy

of the college. He will probe for more specific information

about the project. He expects that the college will have pre-

pared for the project by compiling a building program, stating

its needs in some detail. He also expects the college to have
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some initial budget guidelines. To the extent that these exist,

the architect accepts and reacts to them. If they do not exist

or are only.in partial form, he must work with the college to

supply them.

The college that foresees years of active change and growth can

prepare itself by assigning the task of long-range, physical

planning to a Director of Development. The existence of such a

person serves to focus attention on this important planning func-

tion.

As he assists the college in the formulation of a program, the

Director of Development also can assist the architect and other

consultants by acting as the college's representative for their

detailed questions on a day-to-day basis. In the absence of

such a person, someone must be assigned the task of working with

the architect in developing the detailed program.

Before the architect is selected, t e college must fi st decide,

How is he to be selected and Who is to do the selecting? Gen-

erally, an Architectural Selection Committee is appointed. It

should be small and appropriate, broadly representative of

administration, faculty, alumni, and students.

With the selection of the architect the work of the Architect-

ural Selection Committee is done, although this committee may

carry on and become the Building Committee. This committee is

responsible for representing the college and working with the

architect until completion of the project. There should be
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continuity between these committees by retaining much of the

same membership, for obvious reasons. Ideally, the Building

Committee should be composed of men of broad general background.

Committees that include technical persons such as contractors

or engineers often flounder through professional conflicts and

conflicting professional points of view. The selection of tile

chairman of a Building Committee is most important. He must be

a skillful negotiator, a broadly oriented generalist, rather

than a techniciam-- in short, a diplomat. He should be vested

with sufficient authority to do the job:

Building c building is not a short process, it iu lengthy. A

college's association with its architect will last over a period

of years. Therefore, great emphasis must be placed upon mutual

comeatability. From a group of equal, technically-proficient

peers a college should select the architect who seems most sym-

pathetic to their needs, and with whom they feel they can work

best.

How do we assemble that list of architects from which to make

the final selection? There are a variety of ways: Find out who

was the architect for that building that you admired so; talk to

other administrators for- theirAexperiences. Usually, a list of

ten or so architects, longer if necessary, can be compiled al-

though that is more than sufficient. Initially from the list of

ten t_ twelve architects, five or six can be quickly selected

for a first interview. Usually one person will stand out as the

right architect for.a particular client. It is important to
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visit his projects, not just look at the glossy photographs.

If there are two who seem equally good, a final interview can

be held. They may be asked to prepare proposals for their ser-

vices to assist the committee in making its selection. Give

consideration to the one who addresses himself to your problems

and not just displays his o n work.

To avoid confusion, do not talk to too many architects. It may

be helpful to plan for the initial screening via brochures or

written proposals. Concentrate on the individual architect, not

just the firm. An important question is "Will the Principals

of the firm actually be involved2" Know exa/ ctly who you are

getting. Since an architect must play a variety of roles, seek

one who has broad involvements in all phases of the work, not

just designability alone.

An open, receptive, intelligent indiviAual would seem to be a

good choice. Check his references. Visit his completed projects.

Talk to his clients. It is important to know the man.you are

proposing to contract with. This may also apply to the key

members of his staff assigned to work on your project. It may

be advisable also to check the references of his engineering

consultants. This would be particularly important if some

special engineering services are involved in the project.

In spite of "turnkeys," modular construction and other recent

developments, most building projects last for years! This is

true, particularly, if you include the time and effort spent on
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the part of the institution in planning its projects before an

-architect i- hired and the project is put into execution. For

the average project, an architect will spend anywhere from six

months to one year in planning and producing the final contract

documents. The average contractor will spend anywhere from six

months to two years, depending upon its size, in constructing

the building.

Careful scheduling can reduce this time period somewhat. Lack

of scheduling can guarantee its extension. The college and the

. architect should jointly agree on a timetable At the outset of

the project, and review it periodically. If the schedule is

tight, critical events can be spotted ahead of time and deci-

sions made so the work will proceed on schedule. Scheduling

can be as simple or as sophisticated as required. Scheduling

is a mutual task, just as the architect is obligated to do his

work within the time mutually agreed to, so is the college obli-

gated to make its key decisions as and whey they are required.

The architect's basic services, as outlined by the American In-

stitute of Architects in their Statement of Professional Ser-

vic_es includes the followin

The Schematic Desi n Phase

This includes conferences with the owner, after which the

architect analyzes the project requirements and prepares

schematic design studies. These consist of drawings add

other documents illustrating the initial development of
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the project for approval by the owner. Upon approval, of

the sthematic design by the owner, and the submission by

the architect of a statement of Probable Construction Cost

based on current unit costs, this phase of service is com-

plete.

2. The Desi n Develoinient Phase

Included is the development from the approved Schematic

Design Studies of more,detailed drawings and other data

Covering building appearance and structure, mechanical and

electrical systems materials and, such other essentials as

may be appropriate. Included is the submission of a further

Statement of Probable Construction Cost. Upon approval of

the Design Development Documents by the owner, this phase

of service is complete.

Th_e_Construction Phase

This phase includes the preparation of working drawings

and specifications based upon the approved design develop-

ment documents, describing in technical language the work

to be done and the materials and equipment, workmanship,

finishes required for architectural, structural, mechanical

and electrical work, integrating site work and service con-

nected -or other-special equipment.

During this phase the architect will also assist in the

preparation of bidding information, proposal And contract

forms, and Conditions of the Contract, covering responsi-

bilities of the parties :involved; he will also advise the

owner of any adjustments to previous Statements of
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Probable Construction Cost.

During this phase no essential change from the approved

Design Development Documents should be made without the

written agreement of the owner, with any indicated changes

in construction cost being mutually understood. Upon com-

pletion of the Contract Working Drawings, Specifications

and Bidding Documents, this phase of the architect's ser-

vices are complete.

The Bid_di_ng or Negotiation Phase

Included is advite on the qualifications of prospective

bidders if bidding is by invitation, and assistance to the

owner in obtaining bids or negotiating proposals, and in

the award of the construction contract.

The Construction Phase Adm'-istratio- -f t e _:onstruction

Contract

Included are the following:

Preparation of necessary supplementary drawings.

The review of fabricator's and supplier's shop d aw-
ings; of the contractor's schedule of values and his
construction schedule; of materials and samples and
equipment and tests thereof.

General Administration of the construction contract
including periodic visits to the site to review the
progress and quality of work and,in general, to
determine if the work is proceeding in accordance
with the Contract Documents,

Checking the_contractor's Applications for Payment
and determining the amounts owing to the contractor,
and issuing Certificates of Payment in such amounts.

The preparation of_ Change Orders covering changes in
the work approved by the owner.
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Determination of the Date of Substantial Completion
and Final Completton; receiving and forwarding to
the owner the specified written guarantees assembled
by the contractor; and the issuance of the Final
Certificate for Payment.

Please note that the architect does no "supervise" the work,

but based on his on-site observations, he endeavors to guard

the owner against defects and deficiencies in the work of the

contractor. The contractor and not the architect is solely

responsible for construction means, methods, procedures, and

safety precautions. The architect is not responsible for the

contractor's failure to carry out the work in accordance with

the Contract Documents. If full-time project representation is

required, and this is advisable on larger projects, a construc-

tion manager is usually hired by the college to work with the

architect. (See Project Management Chapter.)

The architect is usually a substantial one. It should be-

generally within the range of the recommended State Society of

Architects Fee Schedule. Rather than seek a lower fee, it would

be better to recognize his costs, pay the normal fee, and demand

the highest standard of performance. The actual contractual

arrangements between client and architect will vary with the

scope and complexity of the job. There are three principal

methods of compensation:

The first is the Percenta e of_Project Construction Cost.
Under this method payment for basic services is a per-
centage of project construction_cost_. The construction
cost for-the purposes of computing the architect's fee
does not include fees,_cost of land or other costs which
are the direct responsibility of the owner. Projects are
usually divided into different groups according to their
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complexity and size with a schedule of compensation for

each group based upon construction cost.

A secorid,method of compensation is a payment of Multi le
of_DiTect PerKTAL_LxEnt. This type of agreement is
particularly useful when the scope of the project cannot
be fully defined, or when unusual procedures for plan-
ning and awarding of construction contracts are expected,
or where partial professional services are required.
The architect is paid the payroll cost of technical per-
sonnel working on the project increased by an amount
Which covers his indirect expensesoverhead and profit.
Reimbursable expenses are in addition to the payments
covering technical personnel. A limit or "upset" amount
may be mutually agreed in total'.

A third method of compensation is the Professional Fee

Plus Ex enses. Ibis provides a variation on tbe method
described above. The owner and architect determine a
lump sum fee for the architect's professional experience
and availability of organization. The architect is also
paid the payroll cost of'technical personnel working on
the project, increased by an amount which covers his in-
direct expenses and overhead.

Payments are generally made monthly as the work progresses.

Where a Percentage of Project Construction Cost is the method

of compensation, payments are made monthly against the various

phases of the architect's work. These are:

Schematic Design Phase 15%

Design Development Phase 35%

Construction Documents -Phase 75%

Bidding or Negotiation Phase 80%

Construction Phase 100%

While many-laymen do not feel themselves competent to criticize

an architect's design, nearly everyone has some strong feelings

regarding budgets and costs. During the programming phase, the

institution needs to accurately assess what it can spend
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capital outlay for a given project. This should be in oeneral

terms only, for the final detailed project budget should be

arrived at in consultation with the architect. (See Chapter

on Financial Analyses.)

In the preparation of the preliminary budget, a complete list-

ing should be Made of all the items that are involved in the

project. These include:

1. Construction Costs

a) Site development, including:
utilities, landscaping, roads,
walks, etc.

b) Cost of building construction:
Normally- method of estimating
preliminary costs is to calcu-
late area or volume and multi-
ply by a unit cost.

Special or built-in equipment,
not normally a part of the
general building contract.

Subtotal, building costs

Project Subtotal:

2. Fees and Permits

a) Architect and Engineers

b) Special consultants: site,
programming, landscape,
interiors, acoustic, graphics,
traffic engineers, etc.

c) Legal fees

d) Survey of site

e) Soils and materials testing
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-Clerk-of-the-Works

Subtotal Fees:

Project Subtotal:

Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment
can be anywhere between

10-1-5% of construction costs)

Estimated Project Cost

5. Budget Contingency, 10 per cent
(Item 4)

6. Probable Project Cost
(Total 4 and 5)

7. Interest and Financing
Charges on (6)

8. Total Estimated Project
Construction Cost

Cost of Site Acquisition

10. Total Estimated Project Cost

1 . Projec i_ons for Inflation
% per year

This is a sketch of the normal compchients of a "project

budget." This rather formidable list of costs serves as an

illustration that the actual "bricks and mortar" costs are

often only 50-70 per cent of the total project cost. If a -en-

tative budget is established before the architect is hired, it
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should be reviewed at once wi-h him. There should be a mutual

ag eement on the budget with the achitect before he begins his

work. This will avoid many unfortunate incidents later, where

either pa.rty may suddenlk realize that there was an earlier

misunderstanding as to what something was going to cost. As

in most things in life, an early and continuous and open con-

tract will prevent many misunderstandings.

Once the initial project scope and budget have been established,

the architect begins his work. This is generally divided into

a series of distinct phases, as is reflected in the AIA Stand-

ard Form of A reement Between Owner_and__Archttect. During the

first three phases of his work -- the Schematic, Design, and

Working Drawings phases -- he is obligated to provide estimates

of probable costs of construction. The architect generally

does this by the area or volume method.

The institution would be well advised to require, and pay for

a professtci-nal estimate of the probable cost of the project,

as a supplement to the architect's estimate. This is money

well spent and an analysis of these detailed estimates can sug--,

gest where savings can be made if this seems warranted. Some

architects obtain an independent estimate of costs at 'each of

the three phases. This provides them with a valuable check

and assures the ownerthat due care is being exercised. The

architect is usually responsible for his performance within a

specific budget, and this procedure helps each -f the parties

understand the exact scope of the project costs.
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A series of timely cost est1mates, carefully revised through-

out the preliminary phases of the architect's work is the best

method of cost control. This should preclude the necessity

for major surgery that is often exercised when the bids come

too high. This sort of drastic reduction often acts to the

long-term detriment of the school, the educational program that

the building was to serve, and may, in some instances, void the

goal that was to be achieved by the construction of the build-

ing in the first Riace.

There are construction management services that appear

major advantages in cost savings through certain kinds of pro-

ject management. For the smaller building program their s!'.!r-

vices often are not warranted. Essentially, they are duplica-

ting the functions that the architect has been hired to per-

-form. Like the architect, their background should be carefully

checked and their methods of management, as well as their staff

should be carefully weighed.

The construction manager sho:ld be employed at the programming

stage of a project in order to permit him to work with the

architect in developing the requirements that will govern .the

design of the project and the project budget. .The employment

of the construction manager after the completion of the project

design is not recommended because his effect on the total pro-

ject cost at this place in time will be minimized. Even though

a construction manager may be able to reduce the cost of the
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project through his capability of preparing bid packages as

well as of managing the construction effort, the substantial

cost savings will only be achieved during the design phase.

The most appropriate time for selection of the construction

manager is simultaneously with the selection of the project

architect at the time the decision to undertake the project

is made. Negotiated fixed-fee contracts are the preferred

contract type for construction management. The fees paid for

construction management services can be expected to' rarige

from two to five per cent and will vary inversely with the

size, and proportionately to the complexity, of the project.
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INNOVATION IN DESIGii

TWO cliches are constantly being used in the architectural

field: Cliche No. 1: All buildings must be user-oriented;

Cliche No. 2: Form must follow function. There is no disputing

the validity of Olese cOncepts. Obviously, if a beautiful build-

ing is created out-of context with those who use it (faculty

office so small that he cannot advise students; secretary who's

desk must face only An easterly or westerly window, etc.) it

will be ineffective. Obviously, too, the building must have a

close fit to the activities anticipated to go on Within it

(expensive wet labs where computer simulation of experiments is

widespread, for example) it will be inefficient.

We all like to think we are creative, especially as we approach

building design. In a fantastic number of cases, however,

creativity is- no more extensive than minor adaptation of pre-

viously achieved s'olutions. The greatest barriers to creativity

are: 1 lack of comprehensive information on user needs, and

2) lack of perceptual horizons broad enough to consider truly

radical alternatives before settling on THE approach. This

section is devoted to considerations on how to overcome these

'barriers and to introduce creativity in the planning process.

Firs 1 t's examine the planning process by which initial in-

puts are gathered. Generally, we make use of committees. On

some campuses there is one Building Committee that meets to

work on all building plans% The Aroup remains essentially the
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same over time and while it appears to be representative of

campus constituencies (trustees, administrators, faculty and

deans) it is normally narrowly constituted. This is a pragmatic

approach since the group gains in experience each time it works

on a building, it has the elements of at least being represen-

tative, and the group remains of a manageable size. Unfortun-

ately, no small group can be truly representative, therefore, a

great many vital ideas remain still-born, invisible. Another

coMmittee approach is to name a building committee for each sep-

arate new facility. This allows proportionately greater repre-

sentation from the basic user group, while maintaining the

advantages of the committee structure mentioned above. While

total group experience doesn't grow, a small cadre of adminis-

trators generally have a seat on all such committees thereby

providing experience and continuity. Again, however, the repre-

sentation factor is limited to some extent.

If we are seriously concerned by user needs and therefore desir-

ous of having broad representation in the planning process, what

are some approaches we can take? Among the possibilities are:

1. Town-forum or su.. estion box a roach. All
interested persons 'have an opportunity to make
inputs. Generally, however, only strongly
motivated -7 negative or positive -- persons
become involved, thus not ensuring truly,
diverse inputs leading to polarization.

2. Professional behavioral studies. This is a

coSt y- proce-sS, tit many institutions and
architects are making more and more use of
behavioral studtes, justifying the cost on
-the_basis of better facility use in the end.
Iqtdrviews, questionnaires, and observation
techniques are employed to obtain a thorough
analysis of needs (actual and perceived)
and desires of user groups.
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Sjirveu_. Planning co mittees structure .a ques-
tionnaire to be-given to user groups and report
tabulated responses. Generally, these question-
naires are narrowly and unprofessionally con-
structed and administered, frequently to the
point where the only outcome is to validate the
committee's own thinking process (it should be
pointed out that although this occurs frequentlY,
it most often is an unconscious act

4 Delphi method. Perhaps the most effective and
easily admiPistered tool for determining group
consensus is the use of a technique developed
by RAND Corp. originally for technological
long-range forecasting. Called_Delphi, the
method does not depend on.normal statistical
sampling methodology and the questionnaires used
are derived from the panel group itself by use
of content analysis. The tool can be used for
forecasting (necessary long-range planning in-
puts), value analysis (necessary for quality
and communication inputs), objective articula-
tion (both for long-range and short-range program
planning inputs), and for consensus formation
(agreementidjsagrepment intensities on items).
Use of the technique allows everyone an equal
opportunity to make significant planning contri7
butions, without elaborate or expensive feedback
and processing delays. (See bibliography.)

By use of one or more of the above techniques, strong'patterns

of user needs can be determined and program planning inputs dan

be arrived at without undue delay caused by "semantic noise" or

political obfuscation. Next we must consider expanding the per-

ceptual horizons of our Planning committee, in order to ensure

that a broad continuum of alternative solutions are properly

considered rather than merely rubber-stamping a project design.

As humans we all have a tendency .to look backwards in attempting

to consider the future. For example, it has been said that the

North Atlantic Treaty Organization was established following

World War 11 in order that we could properly fight World War
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if it should ever occur again. We build fixed, elaborate wet'

labs extensively in science buildings, yet we forget that com-

puters can simulate most of these experiments and provide a

greater range of alternatives, and when physical experimenta-

tion is necessary experiments can easily be handled in scaled-

down processes making use of portable equipment. By taking the

wet lab approach, it is possible that we are designing a science

facility to better teach our students chemistry should they ever

need to learn pre-1940 chemistry.

As humans we are also viciims of a fairly rigid mental set. For

example, a man who has been imprisoned over a period of years

in a cell 15 paces by 15 paces will, upon release from imprison-

ment, be seen to pace 15 by 15 even though he is in a large

spacial environment, such as a living room or ballroom. All of

us pace 1115 by 15" when confronted by problems at one time or

another. Double-loaded corridors in dormitories, blackboards

in theaters, Georgian exteriors on ultra-modern internal facili-

Aies, window, bricks, doors, and so forth are among examples of

our straight-line thinking processes.

The first element in approaching our building solution creatively

(and adherring to the "form follows function" rule) is to indeed

know what program or programs are to go on in the facility.

This is detailed program planning. What are the educational

objectives of the program and what are the resource requirements

things not Oollars) necessary to meet those objectives best?

What- is the program's strategy (high-technology, independent
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study, close personal studenIteacher interaction,etc. When

we know these basic building blocks, we can begin to play,with

them, arranging and re-arranging them into myriads of patterns.

At this point do not interject "reality" cost constraints, etc.

into the discussion. Allow the .planning committee to free-

wheel with the building blocks of the program that have been

articulated. The range of alternatives should extend from

achieving program objectives through the use of no additional,

new facilities to possibly abandoning the bld campus and building

a total new one.-- The-process here is that 'of group "gaming out"

of possible models to follow. At right is a conceptuaLmodel

for completely changing:a campus, a series of such models should

be grappled with by the planning team. To use such models for-

perception expansion, give planning members copies of some

models for discussion, work through each model filling it out in .

as much detail as possible; as particularly interesting ideas

occur jot them down on paper easef for later "real" use. When

interest wanes on any particular model, go on to another.

Encourage team members to generate their own models for group

consideration. Benefits of this process include team building

in a constructive, critical mode one can make a negative

comment without also providing a positive contribution loss

of inhibitions in proposing ideas no matter how unusual; a sense

of consensus among planners concerning global objectives, and a

reservoir of ideas for inclusion in formulating the institution

own model.
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6.
MODEL: INVISIBLE, DISPOSABLE, TRAVELING COLLEGE

It is possible to teach thousands of students with a very
small, permanent facility for administration, instruc
tional materials, and some high technology instructional
space. The campus: space at an airport, factory, store-
front, hotel suite, or mobile units. The college would
use community materials and facilities -- an aerospace
company's numerical control mechanisms, an electronic
company's labs, a construction company's heavy equipment.
In return, the college would look for and provide services
that are needed in the community -- staff a day-care
center, man hot-lines for a crisis center, provide para-
medical aid at hospitals.

As part of this model, youth hostels could be created as
outposts of the college. Their resident manager could
be a student who is studying logistiCs or who must be in
the location to do independent study. The hostel would pro-
vide discussion 'space, a computer terminal., supplies for
minicourses, a learning resource room, and faculty. loca-
tions. Hostels would be located to correspond with areas
of study and would be open night and day.

The permanent central facility _would service mobile units,
provide teaching materials on demand, act as a scheduling
center, answer questions by radio or video, and generally
stimulate and service all outlying units, fixed or mobile.
Commercial enterprises could be given space at a central
location in return for 'instruction of students. Any single
units of the college could be discontfnued and re-formed
at any time.

- A col 1 egi um of -from 50 to 150 individual s (students ,
faculty, experts) could be formed in any subject area which
can be communicated by mail, audio-cassette or telephone
either spontaneously or at predetermined times. The infor-
mation and acquaintance network of each student and pro-
fessor would expand geometrically, contributing expertise
from around the nation and the world. The system is inex-
pensive and can change as needs' change.

This model has implications for savings in capital invest-
ment for construction and for attracting_ faculty and stu-
dents who are widely separated by geography.
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Another way to achieve initially some of the same creative objec-

tives would be to introduce a problem-solving exercise. For

example, break your planning team into smaller groups. Provide

thes'e groups with a box of Tinker-Toys each. Allow the groups'

to examine the Tinker-Toys for a time and then replace them in

the box,--Aow give the teams the same objective (problem

Build the tallest self-supporting structure possible from among

the materials in your box of Tinker-Toys in 10 minutes. There

are dozens of ways to approach solution, and to win the lame, but

the team simply stringing the materials together and hangirrg the

structure from 'a ceiling fixture is exhibiting the pure elements

of creative problem-solving -- they have broken through a per-

ceptual barrier. Most other solutions will be straight-line

thinking approaches.

After creative program planning has been achieved (the why of a

building) it is time for the team to use their newly gained

creative abilities on the building itself. Ask the team to

define a building. According to Webster's dictionary, "...a

building is the general term applied to.a fixed con=struction

with walls ard a roof. Is this or similar permutation of

definition sufficient 'for your program planning purposes? is

a plastic bubble fixed in, place overa park a classroom building?

Is & structure -f steel girders capable of housing dozens of

mobile units in five stories an office building? it has no

no roof. Again the effort is to allow fora truly wide

variety of architectural solutions to our program needs.
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In this way the building (form) will indeed follow program (func-

tion). Now is the time for the team to review some of the pos-

sibilities available to them in construction, after all we are

building a structure for tomorrow and construction techniques

have grown widely.

First, let's look at the basic building blocks with which design-
0

ers may work: design concepts. No matter the project, these

design concepts will enter into any phase of thinking about your

project.

ACADEMJC PRO-GRAMS

Earlier in the planning process you will have derived several

critical elements regarding your academic programs to be housed

by the facility under consideration. In this process you will

have discovered that academic programs are generally structured

about essentially one of two basic orientations: function ori-

ented or discipline oriented. In the case of academic programs

that are structured around a functional orien ation, facilities

-are grouped according to their specific uses (e.g. laboratories

grouped in one area, classrooms grouped in another ). A disci-

pline oriented plan groups facilities according to the colleges

they serve (e.g. the College of Liberal Arts would find all its

classrooms, faculty offices, laboratories, etc. in a single

area). You will next want to consider whether the type of

building under consideration is for common use (student unions,

baqk stores etc. ) and whether a centralized or,decentralizod

function is necessary; you will also be considering whether it
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is a support function (housing, greensward, utilities). All of

these building blocks are important in Considering facilities

locations.

CIRCULATION

Will the building be involved in a high traffic flow and traf-

fic flOw involves pedestrians as well as automobiles)-. Is the

campus pro automobile? Circulation internally also involves

the horizontality or verticality of the building. A ten-story

building and a 200 foot long building of one story may take the,

same "commuting" time, but traffic congestion may occur in

radically different places.

BUILDING DEMITY

Consider your policy decisions with respect to the direction in

which a campus will grow. 5_election of either a vertical or

horizontal theme will have-an effect on the coverage and bulk or

spacing mf buildings (and necessary traffic support facilities).

INTANGIBLES

You will want to consider flexibility ("the capability

responding or conforming to changing or new situations" ) and

expansion ("the ability to accommodate growth") in your design.

How important are they? What priority do they have in your plan?

You will also want to consider the aesthetics of any design also.

Is it attractive? Does it suit the insti utional personality?
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Obviously, the permutations of these basic design concept'biocks

are numerous -- all will play a role in creative design.

Next, let's turn to some radical building solutions which might

be considered. Again, these are included in the.manual only to

expand perceptions of possibilities which may or do exist for

potential adaptation on your campus.

COI.LE_OE IN THE CITY_

"Instead of building scenic plants like Dartmouth,H says Detroit

architect Peter Tarapata in the:September 1971 issue of Colleat

.& Universit Business, "architects will be building colleges in

the cities. They will be of good size, but the cost of land

-will be very high, thus necessitating high-rise type buildings."

Thus approach entails the design of an integrated campus in the

city, another approach that is possible -- if cities are seen

as where the action is, and there is some doubt -- would be to

merely rent or.purchase urban locations scattered all over;

remodeling and renovation would be the capital costs.

COLLEGEAND THE EMIJIONMENT

"As the barrage of problems of the world increases on the indi-

vidual, says Seattle arciiitect Bill Bain, it will be the archi-

tects' duty to create a contrast -- a simple, functional design

complemented by skillful landscap ng. Almost as a return to

the past, in the future the total outside environment may be

more important than the buildings themselves.
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COLLEGE AND ELECTRONICS

Extensive utilization of electronic communication equipment --

radio, telephone, video, computer -- makes for radically differ-

ent space utilization loads and space configurations.

COLLEGE UNDER ONE. ROOF

The U.S. Pavilion at Expo 70 in Osaka, Japan, was a space 465

feet long and 264 feet wide which did not require a single

structural column to support the translucent roof. This was

accomplished by using an air supported structure. A slightly

higher air pressure inside the building carries all the loads

that would normally_be supported by massive columns, beams and

arches. Such an enclosure can easily be made to cover a space

a mile wide or five miles wide without significantly increasing

the weight of the structure or the cost per square foot of area

enclosed.

A second approach to putting a college under one roof is the

so-called megastructure, one large all-encompassing building

generally constructed with traditional materials. More and more

shopping centers are being Constructed in this fashion --

WoOdfield in a Chicago suburb covers some 230 stores and shops

under one roof --

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION

It is possible now to purchase separate major components of a

building and piece them together in any configuration you please.

Another possibility is using mobile-home like structures and
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arrange them in a high rise garage-like structure in any con-

figuration you choose.

DISPOSABLE EAMFUSES

Some institutions are firiding it desirable to create inexpensive

buildings with a short-range obsolescence built into- them -- it

certainly gets around the Hflexibility" problem, but it fre-

quently creates expensive maintenance problems.

This is only a partial listing, but a little resea ch and discus-

sion will open up a br ght range of possibles for consideration.

One last note on creativity -- best utilization of committee

time. Frequently, our committee is faced with the task of doing

detailed work, work normally assigned to a staff. Because of

-thi's work load, the planning committee is never allowed the lux-

ury of using some of the creative activities mentioned above.

At the same time, because there are so many different studies to

perform and questions to be answered, the committee is forced to

make reports which are not as detailed as would be desirable.

Why must a committee be looked at as a finite structure, incap-

able of producing beyond its limited resources? Is this detailed

investigation a logical load for the committee to assume in the

first place? We can take an approach which assumes a planning

commi tee that-must do these studies, however, the group does not

have to work on the same problems together. One approach would
,

be to appoint Task Fortes to study separately each area of
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investigation, with a planning committee member acting as chair-

man of each Task Force. Now We; can add internal staff with re-

quired skills to each specific Task Force, when its study is

complete the Task Force self-destructs and new ones take the

place of old ones. This allows for greater utilization of

ternal professional skills (mathematicians, sociologists, psychol-

ogists, etc.) which might otherwise be costly or not used, and it

also provides for a meanihgful participation format for larger

numbers of people without the onus of being assigned to yet

another committee in perpetuity. Finally, the process is dynamic

and unlike most committee assignments in the problem-oriented

task force approach participants can see the outcomes of their

deliberations.
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ACADEMIC HARD HATS: PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

All of the efforts described thus far -= planning, organizing,

scheduling -- are all preparatory to the actual implementation

of a building project. Each and every one of the preceding

steps are necessary preludes to putting a spade into the ground;

they significantly increase the likelihood of having made cor-

rect decisions, facilitating actual construction. It is now time

to again plan, organize and schedule, this time specifically for

the purpose of construction. While any set of words might ade-

quately describe the process, we will use the term "project man-

agement."

There are many ways of approaching construction management:

1) let the architect do it, 2) let the contractor do it,

3) let a committee oversee it, 4) hire a specialist for the

project duration in-house, 5) create a project management

team, or 6) do nothing at all. It is the advice of this manual

to indeed create a project management team within the development

office purview. The common characteristics of this approach are:

1. development of the construction concept concurrently
with development of the dpsign concept;

2. continuous cost estimation (related to market p1aCe
conditions; and

3. site supervision of construction -- all in the hands
of an institution employed constrOction manager.

The intent of this approach is to greatly reduce facility deliv-

ery time by phasing together the design and construction phases

of the project. Even when such phasing does not occur, the
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benefits of site managership in the hands of an institutional

employee -- if qualified -- have been found to be successful,

especially 'f a team approach is used.

The pay-offs for the use of a tight management team approach to

construction are well cited in "Construction Management/Phased

Design and Construction-" published by the Facilities Engineer-

ing and Construction Agency of H.E.W. n 1971:

"In the team approach, each member of the team will
have precedence and exercise leadership in his own
sphere of operations. In accordance with this prin-
ciple, the architect/engineer will have prime respon-
sibility for concept, functional use of space,
aesthetics, and excellence of design. The construc-
tion manager's role during the design stage will be
that of.advisor on material costs and construction
methods and their costs; however, as the member of
the team primarily responsible for the project cost,
the construction manager will exercise overall
budget control,

"Adding construction management talents to the design
team enhances the architect's design capabilities by
providing knowledgeable consultation in the areas of
construction costs, materials and methods construc-
tion, manpower utilization, and scheduling of the
work. It allows the architect to devote his energies
to those things for which he is most adequately
trained and experienced, with reasonable assurance
that his work will culminate in a project within the
prescribed budget and within the selected time span.
It relieves the owner of many of the anxieties that
usually beset him, particularly those concerned with
adequate financing and timely completion. Finally,
the construction manager can provide that'vital con-
necting link between the designer and those who will
be bidding the work. The coordination provided by
the construction manager should preclude many of the
conflicts and resulting expensive change orders
which are prevalent in the traditional contracting
method."

Before going into detail on the specific functions of your

project management team, let's yiew the concepts which
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underlie this concept or any other "systems" concept of project

management.

It has become popular to discuss almost any managerial'problem

in terms of systems analysis. Management systems and project

systems and crWical path systems are the kinds of things re-

ferred to. No system, no matter what its name, is any better

than the effort put into it. Any system, conscientiously worked

out will work. But certainly one of the popular ideas that has

a great deal of application to campus buildipg projects is based

on "p ecedence networks" and the analysis of same. For example,

it is obvious that there are three possible sequential relation-

ships between any pair of activities, A and B. The first is:

A

This is the "finish-to-start" kind of relationship which s_ays that

work activity B cannot begin until work activity A has been com-

pleted. A good deal of manufacturing is like this, you cannot

grind something smooth until after it has been cut to shape, for

instance. Some careless thinking has been in evidence in con-

struction project management in certain cases where the assump-

tion has been made that a following job could not begin until

the preceding jo6 was completed. It is certainly true that you

cannot paint a wall that is 'Kit erected yet, but not all the

walls have to be up for any painting to begin. This brings us

to the second relationship.
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A lB

This is the "start-to-start" relationship which indicates that

work activity B can begin anytime after work activity A has

started. The third relationship is the "finish-to-finish" form

which requires that work activity A be completed before work

activity B can be completed.

Actually, it is worth conside ing what is involved in coupling

together the second and third forms of relationship, as shown

the diagram beiow:

RELOCATION DEMOLITION

and contrasting this with the first diagram. Vote that cYearly

there will be time saved by the figures above compared with the

figure below:

NRELOCATION
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Let us suppose that one of the possibilities in a campus build-

ing project is a replacement of World War II "temporary hous-

ing" that now is used for married graduate students. As the

preceding figures indicate, these married graduate students

must be relocated before demolition of'the old structure can

begin, let alone a new married student housing complex erected.

RELQCATION

AWARD
DEMOLITION
CONTRACTS

One more basic idea important to understand. It is the

idea of "lag. If work activity 13 can begin 20 days after

work activity A has started, this can be shown as:

LAG 20

[A

And if B can end 20 days after A has been completed, it will

look like this:
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Whether the system is called PERT or CPM or some other less well

known setof letters, is less important than that the individual

or service company proposing to use this system have some exper-

ience and capability at this kind of approach. It is not suffi-

cient to read a book the night before and then begin applying

the idea of precedence networks. One well known firm, Barton-

Ashman, suggests that the project manager and the management s s-

tem must mesh to provide:

"1. A capability for arriving at, and evaluating_the
realism and feasibility of precise project objectives
and target dates.

2. A capability for arriving at schedule assignments both
appropriate to the adopted objectives and realistic in
terms of resources available.

3. A capability for monitoring and evaluating the per-
formance of each project participant within the frame-
work of adopted project.objectives.

4. A capability for quickly responding to schedule over-
runs with new assignments appropriate to project
objectives."

Still another planning consultant, Candeub, Fleissig and Associ-

ates, suggests that the major components in project planning

involve a preliminary and then an operational model concerned

with the existing financial staff and technical resources, the

workload in each functional area together:with any special

problems that are anticipated and agreement as to the general

schedule for the completion of the project activities. Still

another firm, CIT Educational Buildings Inc., has built a bus-

ineSs out-of providing the funds, the design, the construction,

and the supervision. 155
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Now, it may occur to the reader to ask himself just how much of

the best that is known about project management: and the general

subject of systems applied to construction projects is it

reasonable for him to know? To what extent will the costs of

hiring a specialist pay for themselves in terms of savings,

time, money and anguish? Each institution has to answer that

kind of question for themselves. It really turns on what values

seem paramount. If the president or chief executive is going to

have things his way, no matter what a project manager, a PERT

expert, or the like may recommend, then there is less value to

putting a professional in charge of your next project. It is

not very likely that any administrator who would be likely to

interpose his judgment in place of the judgment cpf a profess-

ional, will take the time and trouble to learn anything that w 11

change the course -1r events.

In terms of self-learning, there are a number of sources that

suggest themselves. One of the best for presidential or vice-

presidential reading is a booklet available without charge to

educational institutions from the University of California at

Berkley entitled 11211Agement_Contra_ctim at_the Universit- of

California. It was written by James F. Abbott, formerly coordi-

nator of construction and maintenance at the University of Cal

ifornia. He is now Vice-President of John Carl Warnecke and

Associates of San Francisco, California, a firm or architectural

and planning consultants. A brief description of the management

contracting idea appeared in College _an_d _Univ_ersy_B.uvines_s_

:magazine in the August 1971 issue.
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Management contracting:

"...is accomplished through public advertising for pre-
qualification of interested contractor, soliciting of---
competitive bids from them, and using the winning con
tractor's competence in estimating and value engineering
in the development of project working drawings. The
overall time for the building process_is reduced by over-
lapping the design and construction phases."

The term "value engineering" needs some comment. As pointed o t

earlier there are frequent trade-offs possible in any building

project. The task of the management contractor or the supervis-

ing architect must be in part to determine what materials,

designs, etc., will satisfice, yes, that is the right word. In

some undertakings it may be possible to optimize, but usually

the best that can be achieved is satisficing! The point of

value engineering or value analysis is to scrutinize every possi-

bility for lesS cost and yet equal performance to the more expen-

sive alternative in terms of the real need.

The mechanics of management-contracting can be better visualized

from the following excerpt from the CUB article cited earlier:

"One especially important legal decision was that general
contractors could not be preselected but must be per-
mitted to bid under publicly advertised competition.
To accomplish this.an advertisement was published in-
viting all interested contractors to submit specific
financial, surety and insurance-information. The
information was then evaluated using_a previously
established point system, under which a contractor
scoring 30 or more_points out of a possible 38 points
was determined to be "prequalified."

An advertiSement for bids was then published calling
for proposals -for the prequalified c6ntractors in
terms of fee percentages, sharing of savings, and
cost of preconstruction consultation based on an
estimated construction cost listed in the advertise-

,ment. These bids included the base fee covering
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that work performed by the contrattor's own forces
and another fee covering work performed by his sub-
contractors, the cost of the performance bond.,
workmen's .compensation insurance, indirect job
labor burden, and finally, shared savings.

After bids were taken, they were evaluated by con-
verting the contractor's percentages to dollar value.
The contractor whose bid showed the lowest net cost
to the university was considered the low bidder."

Obviously, the consequence of this kind of partnership in con-

struction is to take the action away from the typical ..rchitect

and place it in the hands of a management cont actor.

It should be obvious from the array of choices discussed in

the preceding excerpt that there is no single, best way to pro-

ceed with the building project. Almost any endeavor to imple-

ment some system into academic building projects should have a
fi

favorable outcome since compared with almost anything that is

thoughtfully proposed, the old method is definitely second-rate.

This does not mean that all of the construction projects that

have not had the, benefit of modern analytic methOds were poor.

values. Not at all. In fact,- a. good many very shrewd adminis-

trators, presidents and vice-presidents, usually, knew instinc-

tively what the modern analytc methods make explicit. Where a

college or university is fortunate enough to have this kind of

expurtise on board, there is clearly less need for the methods

described herein. Usually such men are the very ones who are

most interested in new approaches since it gives them something

to test their innate know-how against. The purpose of the

facilities manual of which this is a part is to make explicit

what especially knowledgeable administrators have known or come

to learn.
143.
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No matter the final means of providing construction management,

there a e several functions which must be considered essential:

1. Formulation of .the Pro ect Bud-et. Much of this infor-

mation has already been detailed in your financial analyses and

g oss project cost estimation analyses. However, detailed pro-

ject costs must be created, monitored, and changed as the project

progresses. Careful attention to budget control, especially

regarding cash-flow and cost over runs, is most important.

2. Technical Co_nsultati-n. Frequently, an independent,

in-house voice must be heard when it comes to making critica)

choices in the utilization of materials, products, and construc-

tion techniques. While the project management team should not

infringe upon the design responsibilities of the architect, it

should be in a position to make responsible recommendations in

behalf of the institution, especially as alternatives relate to

cost.

3. Pre aration of_Bid_Packages_. Upon completion of final

working drawings, preparation should be made for developing the

bidding documents necessary for the project. A detailed des-

cription of the bidding process is contained elsewhere in this

manual.

4. Pre aration of the_Bi_ciders Ost_and invita_tion for Bids.

Complementary functions of the bidding process mentioned above

and in the bidding chapter'.
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5. Scheduling for Project. The project management team can

and should have a significant impact on the project in terms of

scheduling the,work to be done. This process is closely coupled

with the bidding process and early cost estimating requirements.

6. Accounting Records. The project team should maintain

or closely assist in maintaining financial'and cost accounting

records for all costs associated with the project.

7. Su ervision of the Work. Obviously, the most important

function of the project management team is the supervision of

work to be performed on-site. Some of the basic services here

include: coordinate the separate contracts, monitor and separate

phases of woric to see if they are on schedule, adjust the work

to accommodate Changed conditions, inspect workmanship, material

andequipment as to conformity to approved contract drawings and

sTecifications, prepare work progress reports, monitor progress

payments, record all changed work that deviates from contract

documents.

This list is by no means exhaustive but is representative of the

types of services that the project management team may be

expected to perform.

While these services might well be contracted to an outside firm,

an institution can not escape the final responsibility of being

meaningfully involved in the actual construction project, even

if a project utilizes the "turn-key" approach.
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BIDDING AND COMPLETING YOUR BUILDING

Once all the planning is done, the architect has designed your

building, preliminary and detailed cost estimates have indi-

cated you have a feasible project, and the financing arrange-

ments have been made, you are finally ready to build! If your

project is not, at least in part, financed with Federal money,

you have.probably already shopped for a contractor and he has

been part of the final planning and estimation stages of the

project. If, however, your project will use Federal money,

:your project must be competitively bid.

The preparation of competitive bid documents is an important

service provided by your architect. The documents released to

Prospective bidders must be a complete engineering description

of your proposed project. Any errors, either of omission or

commission, are first the responsibility of the architect but

finally the res'ponSibility of the owner. It is the owner that

must pay fur the corrections via change orders during the course

of construction. The appropriate Federal office will review

the bid documents, howeve-r, their approval merely says that

the necessary forms are present and that the project generally

meets the guidelines and specifications applicable to the pro-

ject.

The Contract Documents or Bidding Documents usually contain

the following individual documents (Both H.U.D. and H.E.W.

require almost identical documents)
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1. Advertisement for Bids.

2. Information for Bidders.

3. Bid Form for Lump Sum Contract.

4. Bid Bond.

5. Contract.

6. Performance and Payment Bonds.

7. Certificate of Owner's Atto-ney.

8. General Conditions.

9. Supplemental General Conditions and Federal Wage Rates.

10. Spe'cial Conditions.

11. Technical Specifications.

12. Drawings.

Advertisement _for: Bids._ Construction contracts should be

awarded through competitive bidding and all qualified bidders

should be sought. Notice that the necessary bid documents

are available should be placed in at least the local news-

paper and in a 'trade publication such as the Dod e Re- orts.

Placement in the Dodge:Reports can be made by contacting

your local Dodge Plan Office (consult your tele'phone book).

Under the HUD programs, prequalified bidders may be arranged,

especially in a "turnkey" projeCt,and documents can be sent

directly to these prequalified bidders In the advertisement

a brief (one sentence) description of the project is usually

given astleill as the location(s) where the documents may be

obtained, and the location and-date and time the documen s

must be submitted to the institution.



nf rmation for Bidders. This contains the formal

notification of the place of delivery of the completed bid

and the-deadline for submission. It also states the waiver

and rejection rights of the institution and the clause

binding the bidder to the facts and figures he submits for

a period of thirty days. General instructions for completing

the bid documents; guidelines for the bid securities;

qualifications of the bidders; liquidated damages; conditions

of work; acceptability of subcontractors; notice of special

conditions, and the method of award,are also contained in this

document.

The institution may decide to request a base bid and an

alternate bid. The alternate bids work as follows:

_Base Bid -- if the lowest bid is within the allowable

budget, the project is awarded to the lowest bidder.

Base Bid plus Alternate Deductive Bid -- if the,base'
_

bid is not within the allowable budget, certain alternates

may be specified and priced separately, thus if the base

bid (containing all the alternates) is too high, alter-

nates can be removed until the price falls within budget.

Base Bid Plus Alternate Additive .Bid. This opt on is used

when the institution desires more of a project than the

financial forecasts indicate it can afford. The additional

portions of the project are listed in order of their priori_y.

If the base bid is below the maximum allowable budget, the

alternates can be added until the maximum level is reached.

Careful analysis of the bids is required here as the lowest
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base bid may not be the lowest bid when the additive

alterngtes are included in the project.

Bid_Form for Lumi Sum Contracts. This form is the formal

response of the contractor 'to your project advertisement.

t contains his price forthe project and any alternates

you may have specified. It also shows any unit prices

you may have requested. Unit prices may be requested

(sometimes in the form of a Classified Bid) for work items

where qugntity is an unknown. For example, if the borings

indicate that a substantial amount of ledge will have to

be removed, the technical specifications may sulgest the

anticipated amounts which the contractor would figure into

his Lump Sum Bid and a Classified'Ledge Bid would indicate

the cost per unit (in cubic yards) that would be charged

to remove ledge in excess of that specified in contractor's

Lump Sum Bid.

The Lump Sum form also contains the amount of bid security

accompanying the bid. Thit security may become- the property

of the institution if the coptract and bonds are not ex-

ecuted within the specified time limit. This security would

then become liquidated damages to help the owner recover

for the delay and additional costs caused by the contractor.

If your insti ution is in the process of developing two or

more projects, there are a great matly advantages to soliciting

a (combined bid for the various proj'ects as well as bids for

individual projects. There may be some savings realized if
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one contractor handles all fhe -0-rojects because with one

contractor you would not have to support the overhead of

two or more competing firms. The procedure is the- same

as described above except you will i'equest a combined

lump sum bid. You are not-bound:to accept the lowest

lump sum bid if two or more individual bids from competing

firms are lower than any one combined bid, however, the

advantages of having to work with only one contractor

combined with the usually lower costs present an extremely

beneficial package to the institution.

Bid B'ond._ This document, with the accompanying documents

from the surety company, represents the surety presented

by the bidder to the institution, certifying the avail-

ability of the funds in case the contract is not executed

for reasons of the contractor. Note: HUD recently added

an addendum to the cOalifications required of the suretS,

company -- surety companies executing bonds must appear

on the Treasury Department's most current list (Circular

570) and be authorized to do business in the state in which

the project will be built.

Contract. This is the formal and legal document bfnding

the contractor to build the project and the institution

to pay for it.

Performance &rid_ payment Bonds._ These bonds, which may be

in the form of a Performance Payment Bond,or separate

documents, protect the insti ution financially in the event

that the contractor fails to pay any person, firm, sub-
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contractor or corporation furnishing materials or performing

labor on the project (Payment Bond) or fails to perform his

duties, all the undertakings, covenant terms, conditions, or

agreements contained in his contract for the project (Per-

formance Bond). These bonds insure that the project is built

under the conditions set forth in the contract, whether the

contractor is able to complete the project or not. For

example, in the case of bankruptcy on the part of the contrac-

tor, the proceeds of the bonds would be used to finish the job,

or if the contractor became bankrupt after your project was

completed and he had not paid his subcontractors, the proceeds

of the payment bond would be used to pay the subcontractors

thereby preventing liens on the institution.

Certificate of OwneT's Atto.rney. This is the written opinion

of the institution's legal counsel that the contracts and bonds

presented by the contractor have been executed by the proper

parties and that the documents appear to be valid and legally

binding obligations upon the executing parties.

GeoeraT Conditions. The General Conditions are basically the

operating rules for and responsibilities of the contractor

and are attached as part of the contract. They cover such

things as: Contractor's Title to Materials, Inspection, Time

for Completion and Liquidated Damages, Claims for Extra Cost,

Construction Schedule and Periodic Estimates, Insurance, Use

Prior to Owner's Acceptance, Payrolls and Payroll Records,

Apprentice, Compliance with Copeland Anti-kickback Act, etc.



5141,plemental_ General.. Conditions. These are also attached as

part of the contract. The Supplemental General Conditions

enumerate the plans (drawings) specifications and any addenda

that form part of the contract. They also specify any special
_

hazards that the Contractor's Public Liability and Property

Damage Insurance must provide protection against and the

amounts' of that coverage.

The Schedule of Occupational Classifications and Minimum Hour-

ly Wage Rates also appear in this section. The law requires

that Federal Minimum Wage Rates must be paid on Federally

assisted construction projects valued at more than $2,000.-.

This ruling is covered by the Davis-Bacon Act. Wage rates are

determined by the Department of Labor but must be requested

througri the agency supplying your financial assistance. A.

minimum of 45 days is usually required for the delivery of

these rates and they have to be available to the contractors

during the bid period. The wage rates are regionally ad-

justed and are time-bound; that is, they contain an expiration

date and the contract must be awarded before that expiration

date. An award of a contract after the expiration makes the

contract invalid. A redetermination of the wage rates must

be requested if the contract will be awarded after the expira-

tion date.

Stlecial CoWtions. These are just what the term implies --

conditions affecting the contract or the project which are

not contained in the General Conditions or its Supplement.
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Technical_ Specifications. These are the architect's speci

cation of materials, equipment, procedures and conditions

that are acceptable for the contract and the project. The

Technical Specifications usually cover such things as site-

work, concrete, mas.onary, metals, carpentry, moiSture con-

trol, doors, windows and glass, finishes, specialities,

equipment furnishings, mechanical systems and electrical

systems.

Drawi_ngs_. The Drawings are the graphic presentat on and gen-

erally follow the outline of the Technical Specifications.

The bids shpuld be opened publicly and the amounts read aloud.

Your,architect and your attorney should be present for the

opening.

After the opening, your architect and/or project management

team must carefully analyze ,ea.ch bid to insure their complete-

ness and your lawyer should also review them to insure their

legality. The bid most advantageous to the institution (usu-

ally the lowest bid with the exceptions noted above) is . then

forwarded to the appropriate Federal office for their ccfntur-

rance. Upon receipt of thts concurrence, the contracts accom-

panying the winning bid can be executed and a "notice to pro-

ceed" forwarded to the contractor.

Prior to the start of construction, the institution must

schedule a preconstruction conference with the appropriate

Federal agencies. The architect and the contractor must attend
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this meeting as the Federal requirements during the -construc-

tion phase Will be discussed.

,

The ins itution should start a project document file contain-

ing the following elements: construction accounts, payroll

records, monthly progress reports, monthly requisitions,

change orders and general correspondence. These 'records will

_

be essential documents during the final close-out procedures

with the government.

It is generally the applicant's responsibility to provide

inspection and supervision during the construction. This

spection and supervision is to insure that the project is

being built according.to the plans, specifications and contract

documents. The architect normally provides the central admin-

istration of the project and periodically visits the site to

review the quality and progress of the work. It shoul4 be

noted that thearchitect does not actually supervise the work

but insures the quality called for in the contract. For large

or complex jobs a Construction Manager/Cierk-of-the7Works

retained by the owner should be utilized. This individual

will bp the owner's technical advisor and works both with the

architect and the institution to supervise the construction.

Monthly construction reports should be forwarded by both the

contractor and the Clerk-of-the-Works to the institution to

provide information on the progress of the work and compliance

with the contract. H.U.D. has recently di_con-tinued its
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insistance on detailed monthly reports, however, the Office

of Education continues to require them (Form 0E-8045). It

is recommended these reports be filed regardless of Federal

guidelines as they are the substantive progresSive analysis

of the project. In projects containiog more thao one build7

ing, the monthly progress reports should cover only one build-.

ing at a time. This individualized reporting system eliminates

Many headaches at the end of the project, and clearly id nti-
,

fies any non-compliance situations. This is important as fail-

ure to correct a non-compliance situation could result in the

withholding of Federal assistance to the institution. The

monthly progress reports should indicate the project's posi-

tion on the project's PERT or CPM chart-if these scheduling

techniques are being used.

Partial payments to the contractor are usually made on a

monthly basi,s. The contractor should submit a line-item

requisition to the institution. The architect should then

review the requisition and verify that the work detailed on

the requisition has, in fact, been completed and that the

quality is acceptable. Clerk-of-the-Works reports should

also be reviewed in the analysis of the requisition.

The institution should exert its rightt of retainage at the

onset of construction and a mutually agreed,on percentage

of the total contract cost (usully 5%-10%) should be withheld

pending satisfactory completion of the project. This per-

centage is applied directly against the monthly requisitions.
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The retainage held to the end of the project provides the in-

stitution with a financial bargaining tool if deficient con-

ditions exist at the end of the job.

To make changes in the project, whether these changes are addi-

tions, deletions or upgrading of specified materials or equip-

ment, a written change-order procedure should be followed. If,

in the opinion of the institution and the architect, a change

in the technical specifications or design of the .project is

necessary or desirable, a written request is made of the..con-

tractor for price to Complete the described work. The con-

tractor replies with a writtenstateMent quoting his price to

make the change. if the price appears to be reasonable, the

architect can then advise the institution to authorize a change-

order. However, if the architect considers the price to be too

high, he can, reject the contractor's reply and negotiate the

cost with the contractor. If the change-order is approved, it

is added to the monthly contractor requisition and the retain-

age rate is applied by the institution. Most change-orders do

not require Federal concurrence, except those that'alter the

contract conditions,.affect-the project's safety features, or

changes the project's scope.by more than 5% (increase or de-

crease of the project's assignable area ). One note, archi-

tects are compensated for their activities concerning change-

orders at a percentage of the worth of the change usually 7%).

In the case a change-order instructing the contractor to up-

grade a particular building material or piece of equipment,
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a credit may be given for the material not used thereby re-

sulting in the institution paying only the difference in cost

between the two types of material or equipment.

For construction projects which are. Federally assisted', the

contractor is required to maintain payrolls and basic records

during the course of the project for all employees and employ-

ees of all the subcontractors working at the site. The

records must include: the name and address of each employee,

his,correct classification, rate of pay (including rates of

contributions for or costs assumed to provide fringe benefits)

daily a d weekly number of hours worked, deductions made and

actual wages paid. The contractor must make these records

available to the institution and the architect should review

them.

Tlie contractor must also deliver to the institution a weekly

copy of all paYrolls accompanied by a signed statement indi-

cating that the payrolls are accurate and complete and that

the wage rates contained in the payrolls are not less than the

wage rates established by the Lapor Department for the project.

The architect should verify these records. If an individual

has been paid a rate less than he is entitled to, the differ-

ence must be paid him by the contractor. All payroll errcirs

must.be reconciled before the owner cah _inally -close out the

project -- a portion of the retainage is set aside for this

purpose. These payroll records are subject to audit and must
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be maintained by both the contractor and the institu_ion for

at'least three years.

Government agencies do not normally inspect the project while

it is under construction, however, inspections can be re-

Auested by the owner at any time. In the case of a H.U.D.

Direct loan,ian inspection for Substantial Completion Status

(80-85%) must be.made before the sale of the bonds can

.executed. All government agencies require'a final inspection'

When the construction phase is nearly completed-, the architect

must completely inspect the project and prepare a "punch list"

of items to be corrected or completed. This list is then for-

warded to the contractor for execution. This "punch list" may

be subject to negoti'ation between the owner and contractor

with the architect acting as mediator. The contractor may

contest some of the items appearing on the "punch list" claim-

ing the conditions were out of his control or a particular

problem was the result of a design flaw. Be prepared for some

serious negotiations.. Your bargaining power is the retainage

money you hold pending the completion of the project. This

money represents a substantial portion of the contractor's

profit and he u$pally is willing to bargain. The institution

should note, hgwever, that all delays in the construction

phase of the project cost the institution money. Most projects

are built using interim or construction financing during the

construction phase which is then converted to long-term finan-

cing at the completion of construction. The rates char-ed by
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lenders for construction financing are usually substantially

higher than the rates set for long-term financing. Delays

are costly throughout the project as they increase the amount

of time the institution must support the high interest rates

charged for construction financing. However, delays near the

end of the construction are proportionately more costly than

delays at the beginning of the,4-roject. The reason for this

higher cost is elementhry -- the institution,pays interest
1

on only the money it has b,orrowed. Delays occurring near the

beginning of the project force extra interest payments on a

smaller principle than delays that occur when almost all of

the money has been drawn down from the construction account.

Because of this increaSing cost factor, information that is

needed for decisions that must be made during the construction

phase must be quickly and accurately forwarded to the- institu-

tion by the contractor and especially the architect. Similar-

ly, decisions must be made by the institution in an equally

efficient manne,r.

Close-out procedures vary from Federal agency to Federal

agency, however, the essential elements remain. The institu-

tion must show the agency it has built what it said it was

going to build, that it has properly maintained the required

records and that the funds were used in a manner consistent

with the Federal regulations. There will probably be some

negotiations between you and the government at this puint to

reconcile the differences between the total project costs and
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the eligible project costs, but remember the government is

there to help you.

PRon formal acceptance of the buil,ding and assumption of

long-term finanCing, you have completed your building. Now

all that remains to be done is the scheduling of occupancy,

the actual moving in process, and assumption of routine

educational management headaches.
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RESOURCES

Among the literally thousands of books, articles, manuals and

fugitive papers available in the s'ubject areas related to cap-

ital planning and construction, the following documents and

agencies will be of particular usefulness:

Alter, C. Wh n -Ran e Plannin isan Essential .in Col:11.qt
Admillistrati-dn ansing: Council for the A vancemen_ of
Sma 1 Colleges and Michigan State University, August, 1969.

Ashley, R. and Romney L. Plannin -Inventor -Utilization:
Albany:- Bureau of Higher Education Facili-

ties Planning, New York State Education Department,
February, 1970.

Association of Institutional Research, Attn. Richard Pe
President, c/o University of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio.

Bareither; H. and Schillinger, J. Univers-it S ace Plannin
Urbana: University of Illinois PreS-S, 1968-.

Blackburn, J. and Matherly, W. Procedures .and Data Re-uire
lents for Allocat'n S ace Within the -Univers"'
truction. 'New York: Educational Facilities Laboratory,

July, 1967.

for New Con-

Brown, B. Del hi. Proces_: A Methodolo Used f r the ici-
tation of 0 inions of Ex erts. RAND Corp. , 1968.

Casasco, J. Pl_annin Techni ues for UniversitMana.ement.
Washington, D.C.: American Council on. Education and ERIC
Clearinghouse on Higher Education, 1970.

Coordinating Board of Advanced Ethication and Accredita ion,
66 Sduth Street, Concord, N.H. 03301.

Cook, D. Pr(ilLm Evaluation and Review Techni ue: A lica-
tions in 'Education. Washing-Lon, D.C.: Office of Education
0E--1 _966.

Council of Educalonal Facility Planners, 29 West Woodru.
Street, Columbus, Ohio 43210.

Dalkey, N. The Del hi Method: An Ep_trirLierof.
Gr2yp Opinion. RAND Corp., June 1969.
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Dalkey, N. pELPHT. RAND Corp., 1967.

Drewry, Gr. (ed). The instructional Precess and Institu-
tional Research. 'Auburn, Alabama: Aisociation for I-h-W
tutional 116-earch, 1967.

Educational Facilities Laboratories, 477 Madison Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10022.

Elam, S. and McLure, W. Educati n Reduiremen s for the
1970' . New;York: Frederick A. Praeger, In6

Eurich, A. Campus 1980:- The Sha e of the Future in American
Higher Education. New York: Dela-certe Pres-s.

Hartley, H. Educational Planning-Prorammirid_e_tin:A
altems Approach:. Englewood Cliffs, N.H.: Rrentice-Hall,
Inc,, 1968.

Higher. Education Facilfties Commission, 875 Elm Street,
Manchester, N.H. 03101.

Jencks, C.
New York:

Knowles, A.
istration:
1970.

and Riesman, D. The Academic Revol_ution.
Doubleday and Co., Inc.

(ed). _Handbook of Colle e end_ Universi Admin-
Two Volumes. New York: McGraw-Hil Book Co.,

Koenig, H., Keeney, M. and Zemach, R. A Systems_ Model. for
Mana-ement, Plannin-, and Resource Allocation iInstitutions
of HigherE ucãfion Lansing Tri-ViSion of EnTlieering
Research, Michigan State University, 1968.

Lins, L. MtliodolLjay _of Enrollpent_Pro'ections for Colle es
and Universities. Washington, D C American Association
of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers, 1964.

Metcalf, K. Plannin Academic and Resea-ch Librar Buildin
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., -1965.

National Science Foundation. aiffIl_forMeasurin and Re-
--in Resources and Activities of Colle-es and_Uni_versi-

ies. _ashington, D.C.: July, 1967.

Osso,.N. and Roberts, C. HigillrEducation Facilities Class-
ification and Inventor Procedures Manua . Was ington, D.C.:
Offide of E ucation, 1968.

Petrik, E. Manual for Academic Pro ram .P14nnin- Los Angeles:
Mount St. MarYT College, 1569.
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Phay, J. and McCury, A. Procedural Man_ual for_ Menuring
and Re$ortin Room Use for Group instruction_in. Regularly.

u e C asses afayette: B-Ureau of Institutional-
Research, Thiiversity of MissiSsippi, 1968

Pinnell, C. and Wacholder, M. Guidelines_for planning in
Colle es and Universities: Five Volumes. Austin:
Coordinating Board, Texas College and University System,
1968.

Russell, J. and Doi, J. Mapual for_Studies of SpAce_Utfli7
zation in Colle.es and _Universities. Athens, Ohio: Ohio
University and American AsSociation of Collegiate Regis-
trars and Admissions OffiCers, 1957.

Saupe, J. and Montgomery,'J. _The Natureand Role of insti-
tutional Research. ,Memo to_a 6olfg_ge or UniverSitY-.
Association for institutionif Research, Ne-Ve46er, 1970.

Smith, R. Colle e and UhisAtt_ELvylin2. Hamilton:
Colgate University and tb Amerfcan Foundation for Manage-
ment Research, 1969.

Ward, R. Mr. President,_The_Decision.is_Yours_
Lexington: Department of Higher Education, University of
Kentucky, 1969.

Western interstate Commission for Higher Education, Boulder,
'Colorado 80302.

WICHE. Hisher Education Facilitie- Plannin and Mana ement
Manuals_. BoVider, 1970.

Williams, H. Plannin for Effecrive Resourc- Allocation in
Universities_. Was ington, _.C.: American Counci oh Edu-
cation.

FOOTNOTES

Smith, R. Colle e an4 Universit Planning. Hamilton:
Colgate University and kniirican Foundation for Manage-
ment Research, 1969.

2. Petrik, E. Manual for Academi_c_frsullE_Ela.nniqa. Los

Angeles, Calif.: MoUnt St. Mary's College, 1969.
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. Alter, C. Why Lon -Ran e Plannin is an Essential in
kg_1210 Administration. Lansin§: CO-Lin-Oil for t e
Advancement of SMOTTrolleges and Michigan Sta_e Uni-
versity, August, 1969.

4. Keene, T. A_Use-Efficiency Model for Projecting
structionTr Siace Requirements. TAM-Oa: Universi y

of out ori.a

5 Riker_ H. College Students Liyo Here. New York:
Educational Faci ities La-Oratories, 1966.

Leggett, S. and Binning, D. Fourteen Models_i_n_Search
of A Place. Chicago: CollegiIViTiversityBusiness,
June, PF7T.

7 This chapter is substantially based upon material provided
by Boston architect A. Anthony Tappe', of Huygens and
Tappe', Inc., and from materials included in A Statement
of Professional Services publishod by the American Insti-
tute of KFEFrfictS-T---

8. This chapter is partially based upon material provided
by Robert Judd, Department of Operations Research, Uni-
versity of Toledo, Ohio, and from Creative Approaches
to Facilities Develo ment, published by t e Faci ities
Engineerin an Construction Agency of D.H.E.W., 1971.

Department of Housing and Urban Development. Colle e
Housin Handb ok: Debt Service Grant Nogram for
Private Institutions. Washington, D.C.,June, 1970.

Cover Photography courtesy of Kuras & Co., Inc.,
investment counselors, Cambridge, Mass.
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